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Author’s Note: I would like to thank all the contributors of these articles, not least for the varied and
excellent variety of feats that they have submitted to the Nexus, but also for taking the time and
helping me update or amend their work in producing this article.

Types of Feats
The feats presented below use the following formats:

Arcane Spellcaster
Arcane spellcasting feats are accessible to all characters that can use arcane spells, such as
assassins, bards, sorcerers, wizards, arcane archers and others.
Creatures that have a natural spell-like ability to cast arcane spells qualify as casting arcane
spells for any arcane spellcaster feat. Such creatures must still meet any other requirements that the
feat may have, unless another source, such as the characters class, denotes otherwise.

Chaotic Feats
Chaotic feats are a type of feat only available ex-Wizards of High Sorcery or to renegade wizards that
have not multi-classed with any focused divine spellcasting class (such as cleric). The nature of the
feats precludes wizards who have taken their Test and gained levels in the Wizard of High Sorcery
prestige class or wizards who have made a pact with a divine sponsor from using the feats. The feats
focus on the effects of Chaos on magic, and generally use that effect to grant the benefits of the feat
to the character.
The exact origin of these feats remains a mystery. Many claim that the renowned renegade
Galen Dracos first undertook the process that led to the knowledge, other say that minions of Chaos
planted them in secret vaults, waiting for unsuspecting mortals to stumble onto and use. After Draco’s
death, the Conclave confiscated many of his notes and works.
A wizard to rejoins (or joins) the Orders of High Sorcery or makes a pact with a divine sponsor
(such as taking a level in cleric) loses the benefits of any Chaos feat that he has.

Divine Feats
Divine feats share common characteristics. Firstly, they all have as a perquisite the ability to turn or
rebuke undead or channel divine energy for a particular effect. Thus, they open to clerics, paladins (of
3rd level or higher), and any prestige class that grants that ability and any like ability and to mystics
with the Sun or Necromancy domains.
Secondly, the force that powers a divine feat is the ability to channel positive or negative
energy. Each use of a divine feat costs the character one of his turn or rebuke attempts from his
number per day.
If you don’t have any turn or rebuke attempts left, you cannot use the feat. Since turning or
rebuking is a standard action, activation of any of these feats is a standard action, unless otherwise
noted.
Thirdly, you cannot use the quicken turning feat to speed up the use of divine feats.

Epic Feats
Epic feats are only available to characters that have got more than 20 levels or HD. They are treated
as normal feats, unless otherwise noted. Each class has a list of epic feats that are applicable to that
class, feats that are gained from the class must be selected from this list. Feats gained from the
characters level can be either non-epic (normal feats) or epic feats, as the player wishes. The
character must still qualify for an epic feat to gain it.

General Feats

A general feat is a feat that anyone can take, meaning that there are no special rules governing who
can take the feat. Other than some prerequisites, such as ‘Strength 13’ or ‘Power Attack’, the feat can
be gained by anyone who meets the requirements for the feat. Should the character lose the
prerequisites for a particular feat, such as when under the effects of the ray of enfeeblement spell for
the Power Attack feat, the character also loses access to the feat's abilities.

Heritage Feats
A heritage feat signifies a specific ancestry of your character to another race or plane. A character
may select a heritage feat at any level. Choosing a heritage feat after 1st level signifies that the
ancestral power of the character is only now manifesting itself.
Once a character selects a heritage feat, he cannot select another heritage feat unless it lists
his first heritage feat as a prerequisite.

Initiate Feats
An initiate feat is a feat that gives additional focus to a divine spellcaster of a specific deity. Often this
comes in the form of skill bonuses and additional spells, although it could just as easily be in the form
of a special ability commonly shared by members of a particular faith.

Item Creation Feats
An item creation feat lets a spellcaster create a magic item of a certain type. Regardless of the type of
items they involve, the various item creation feats all have certain features in common. See the
Player’s Handbook for more information on Item Creation feats.

Master Feats
The master feat is a new subtype of the Item Creation feats designed for the master core class (see
War of the Lance for more information on the Master). A master feat allows a master to create or
affect the use of a quasi-magic item or alchemical item of a certain type. The master does this through
his art at forge or workshop; he forms and moulds the very materials of Krynn, unlocking the untapped
power that lies dormant within each piece, much like the sorcerer or mystic reach into themselves
when casting magic. Regardless of the type of items they involve, the various master feats all have
certain features in common.
Casting Level: An effect from a masterwork item has an effective caster level equal to your
master class level. Any saving throw DC that is cause by your potion’s effects uses the same key
ability as the spellcasting list’s key ability (Intelligence or Charisma for sorcerer/wizard, Wisdom for
cleric/mystic and Charisma for bards).
Extra Costs: As with magic potions, scrolls, or wands that stores a spell with a costly material
component or an XP cost also carries a commensurate cost for masters. For potions and scrolls, the
master must expend the material component or pay the XP cost when creating the item. For a wand,
the master must expend fifty copies of the material component or pay fifty times the XP cost. Some
magic items similarly incur extra costs in material components or XP, as noted in their descriptions.
Prerequisite: All master feats require the character to have levels within the Master core
class and have access to the knack class ability and have a particular knack (such as Item of
Distinction or Item of Renown). Your ranks in the selected skill, Knowledge (arcana), Knowledge
(religion) or others that might be required, must be equal to 2 + the skill ranks required to gain the
item knack being used, thus a character needs Knowledge (arcana) 5 ranks to make a mage armour
potion of distinction.
Item Cost: Masterwork potion, masterwork wand, and masterwork scroll create items that
directly reproduce spell effects, and the power of these items depends on a casting level — that is, a
spell from such an item has the power it would have if cast by a spellcaster of that level. This is equal
to the master’s class level. The price of these items (and thus the XP cost and the cost of the raw

materials) also depends on the caster level. The master must have an effective caster level high
enough to create the item. To find the final price in each case, multiply the caster level by the spell
level, then multiply the result by a constant, as shown below:

Potions

•
•
•
•
•

Item of Distinction: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 50stl.
Item of Renown: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 100stl.
Item of Fame: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 150stl.
Item of Glory: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 200stl.
Item of Legend: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 250stl.

Sceptres
•
•
•
•

Renown: spell level x caster level x 1,500stl (for the highest spell effect) plus spell level x
level x 700stl (the second effect’s level).
Fame: spell level x caster level x 2,250stl (for the highest spell effect) plus spell level x
level x 1,050stl (the second effect’s level).
Glory: spell level x caster level x 3,000stl (for the highest spell effect) plus spell level x
level x 1,400stl (the second effect’s level).
Legend: spell level x caster level x 3,750stl (for the highest spell effect) plus spell level x
level x 1,750stl (the second effect’s level).

caster
caster
caster
caster

Scrolls

•
•
•
•
•

Item of Distinction: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 25stl.
Item of Renown: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 50stl.
Item of Fame: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 75stl.
Item of Glory: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 100stl.
Item of Legend: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 125stl.

Wands
•
•
•
•

Item of Distinction: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 750stl.
Item of Renown: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 1,500stl.
Item of Fame: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 2,250stl.
Item of Glory: Base Price = spell level x caster level x 3,000stl.

Raw Materials Cost: The cost to a master creating an item equals the sale cost of the item,
called the base price. Using an item creation feat also requires access to a laboratory or magical
workshop, special tools, and so on. A character generally has access to what he needs unless
unusual circumstances apply.
Time: Creating any masterwork item takes 1 day per knack used to create it per 1,000stl in
the items base price. For example, an armour of distinction costing 1,000stl would take 1 day, while
an armour of glory costing 5,000stl would take 20 days (Item of Glory is the fourth knack, so it takes 4
days per 1,000stl. to create, 4 x 5 = 20).
Type: The type of spell effect that a masterwork item can produce depends on the skills of the
master. Each master feat that allows the master to create an item that can produce an effect based
on a magical effect must have a certain number of skill ranks in Knowledge (arcana) or Knowledge
(religion). If the master selects Knowledge (arcana), he must select an arcane spellcasting list, such
as bard or sorcerer/wizard; he selects that spell his masterwork item will reproduce from that list. A
master who chooses Knowledge (religion) may select a divine spellcasting spell list, such as
cleric/mystic or druid; the spell effect is chosen from that list. Once a spell list is selected, it cannot be
changed; that feat will only allow the master to create items that produce effects from that spell list. To
gain access to a different spell list, the feat must be taken again.
XP Cost: To craft a master item the master must expend an amount of Experience when
making the item. As with magic items, the Experience (XP) cost to a master equals 1/25 of the items
base price. A master cannot spend so much XP on an item that he loses a level. However, upon

gaining enough XP to attain a new level, he can immediately expend XP on creating an item rather
than keeping the XP to advance a level.

Metamagic Feats
A metamagic feat allows the spellcaster to change some aspect of the spell he is preparing (for
focused spellcasters) or casting (for spontaneous spellcasters). The Player’s Handbook has more
information on metamagic feats.

Monstrous Feats
A monstrous feat can only be selected by NPC creatures normally. Only characters with a monstrous
form or monstrous abilities can select monstrous feats (such as draconians, but not necessarily ogres
or minotaurs).
Monstrous forms and abilities are those that typically unavailable to humanoid or animal
creatures, including but not limited to extra appendages, non-standard appendages and
extraordinary, supernatural or spell-like abilities.
Although some characters will be unable to take these feats initially, later events (such as
acquiring a template) might allow access to some of them.

Mystic Feats
Mystic feats are a group of feat which are only accessible to characters with one or more levels of
mystic or who can spontaneously cast divine spells as a mystic.

Racial Feats
A racial feat is can only be gained if the character is of the indicated race, as set out in the feats
prerequisite. Other than being only available to certain races, the racial feat is considered a general
feat.

Regional Feats
The regional feat was originally presented in the Forgotten Realms product line, and grants players
the option of adding more colour and detail to their characters. A regional feat can only be selected by
a character that originally comes from the region (a civilised human from Solamnia or a Qualinesti elf
for example). After 1st level, every 2 ranks in Knowledge (local) for the particular region allows you to
select one feat allowable to that region.
The regional feat is not a bonus feat. The feat uses a standard feat slot available to the
character, thus a 1st level human fighter has a maximum of 3 feats available to him (1 for being
human, 1 for being 1st level and 1 bonus fighter feat). If he selects a regional feat, it must fill either his
bonus human feat slot or his feat for being 1st level (of course, if the regional feat is also a fighter
bonus feat, it could fill the bonus fighter feat slot as well.
Note: Each regional feat grants the character two (or more) options of bonus equipment. You may
normally choose either one of them at 1st level, but not both of them. If you decide, you can choose to
take neither option but instead gain 100stl addition to your starting funds.

Regional Feats & Skills
Abanasinian (includes Darken Wood, Seeker Lands, Plainsmen Tribes)
Balifor
Blöde (includes Blödehelm)
Blood Sea (Saifhum, Istar)
Chorane
Desolation (Includes Dairy Plains, Kendermore, Elian Wilds, Misty Isle)

Dimernesti
Dragon Isles
Estwilde (includes, Qwalmish, Qlettaar, Qwermish, Kalaman)
Icewall
Kayolin (Garnet-Thax)
Kern
Khur
Magical (includes Tower of Istar)
Minotaur Isles (Karthay, Kothas, Mithas)
New Sea (includes Schallsea Isle, New Coast)
Nordmaar (includes Picket)
Northern Ergoth (includes Ackal Province, Ergoth Proper, Hylo, Sikk’et Hul)
Plains of Dust (includes Duntollik, Tarsis)
Qualinesti
Sancrist (Gunthar, Mt. Nevermind)
Silvanesti
Sirrion Sea (Cristyne, Nostar, Enstar)
Solamnia (includes Coastlund, Elkholme, Gaardlund, Hinterlund, Heartlund, Nightlund, Palanthus,
Southlund, Tanith)
Southern Ergoth
Taman Busuk (Neraka, Sanction)
Thoradin
Thorbardin
Knowledge (local): Regions that are contained within other geographical areas, or closely
tied to another geographical locale, are represented above by parenthetical notes that indicate which
region they are included within for the purpose of purchasing ranks in Knowledge (local). For
example, Pax Tharkas is closely tied to Thorbardin, therefore, it is not necessary for a character to
purchase ranks in Knowledge (Pax Tharkas local) – they instead take ranks in Knowledge
(Thorbardin local), which encompasses Pax Tharkas and the Kharolis range in the general area of
Thorbardin.
Knowledge Synergy: If you have 5 or more ranks in Knowledge (local) for a particular
region, you gain a +2 bonus on all other Knowledge skill checks pertaining to that region. For
example, if you have 5 ranks in Knowledge (Solamnia local), you gain a +2 bonus on Knowledge
(geography), Knowledge (history), Knowledge (nobility & royalty), and all other Knowledge skill
checks made relating to topics or questions about Palanthas.

Regions
Human Regions
Table 1-1: Human Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended
Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Abanasinian
Civilised human
Abanasinian,
Nomad human
Common

Bonus
Languages
Dwarven,
Goblin, Sylvan

Seeker

Civilised human

Abanasinian,
Common

As above plus
Plainsman

Plainsman

Nomad human

Common,
Plainsman

As above plus
Abanasinian

Regional Feats

Bonus Equipment

Mariner
Merchant
Prestidigitator
Smuggler
Street Performer
Yeoman
Ambassador
Barmaid
Seeker

(A) light flail, short
sword, or light mace, or
(B) 2 potions of cure
light wounds

Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Tribal Warrior

(A) heavy mace or
longsword, or (B) 2
potions of cure light
wounds, or 2 potions of
shield of faith +2
(A) longsword or
shortsword, or (B)
longbow or shortbow, or

Blöde

Civilised human
Nomad human

Ogre

Draconic,
Giant, Khur

Escaped Slave

Blood Sea

Civilised human
Nomad human

Kothian,
Saifhum

Elven,
Kenderspeak,
Solamnic

Desolation

Nomad human

Common,
Khur

Elian Wilds

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common

Draconic, Elven
Goblin,
Kenderspeak,
Nerakan
Draconic,
Goblin,
Kenderspeak,
Ogre

Barbaric
Barmaid
Blood of the Sea
Merchant
Smuggler
Soldier

Balifor

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Khur

Draconic,
Dwarven,
Elven, Goblin,
Kenderspeak,
Nerakan, Ogre

Misty Isle

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common

Draconic,
Goblin,
Kenderspeak,
Ogre

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Estwilde

Draconic,
Dwarven,
Goblin, Ogre

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Estwilde

Draconic,
Dwarven,
Goblin, Ogre

Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Beggar
Smuggler
Spy
Street Performer
Tribal Warrior
Dragon Army
Officer*
Soldier

Icewall Glacier

Nomad Human

Icespeak,
Thanoi

Draconic,
Dwarven,
Elven, Ogre

Barbaric
Polar Fortitude
Tribal Warrior

Kern

Civilised human
Nomad human

Nordmaarian,
Ogre

Khur, Kothian,
Nerakan

Escaped Slave

Khur

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Khur

Draconic,
Goblin,
Nerakan, Ogre

Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Dragon Army
Officer*
Luck of the
Gypsies
Nomad
Prestidigitator
Soldier
Tribal Warrior

Estwilde

Qwermish

In the Shadow of
Death
Machiavellian
Yeoman
Barmaid
Beggar
Mariner
Pirate
Prestidigitator
Smuggler
Street Performer
In the Shadow of
Death

(C) leather armour or
hide armour.
(A) battle axe or
greataxe, or (B) banded
armour with armour
spikes
(A) rapier or scimitar, or
(B) studded leather
armour and 2 potions of
cure light wounds
(A) longsword or
scimitar, or (B) light
spiked shield or
studded leather armour
(A) light crossbow or
kama, or (B) 2 potions
of cat’s grace or 2
potions of bear’s
endurance
(A) rapier or light
crossbow, or (B) five
50stl. bars

(A) light crossbow or
kama, or (B) 2 potions
of cat’s grace or 2
potions of bear’s
endurance
(A) greatsword or heavy
flail, or (B) chain mail
armour

(A) short sword or
longsword, or (B)
studded leather armour
or chain shirt
(A) bear claws or ice
crossbow, or (B) 2
potions of endure
elements
(A) ogre fullblade or
greatsword, or (B) chain
shirt
(A) scimitar or kukri, or
(B) padded armour and
light shield

Lemish

Civilised human

Common,
Lemish

Draconic,
Goblin,
Nerakan,
Solamnic

Minotaur Isles

Minotaur

Common,
Kothian

Elven, Saifhum,
Solamnic

New Sea

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
plus
Plainsman or
Abanasinian

Draconic,
Goblin,
Solamnic

Nordmaar

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Nordmaarian

Draconic,
Dwarven,
Estwilde, Ogre

Northern Ergot

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Ergot

Goblin,
Kenderspeak,
Solamnic

Ackal
Province

Nomad human

As above

As above

Ergoth
Proper
Sikk’et Hul

Civilised human

As above

As above

Nomad Human

Common,
Goblin

Plains of Dust

Civilised human
Nomad human

Common,
Sylvan

Ergot,
Kenderspeak,
Solamnic
Goblin, Thanoi

Sancrist
(Whitestone)

Civilised human

Common,
Solamnic

Dwarven,
Ergot, Gnome,
Ogre

Barmaid
Dragon Army
Officer*
Escaped Slave
Gladiator
Gypsy Dancer
Machiavellian
Mariner
Soldier
Spy
Yeoman
Escaped Slave*

Barbaric
In the Shadow of
Death
Mariner
Nomad
Pirate
Prestidigitator
Tribal Warrior
Yeoman
Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Displaced
Nobility
Mariner
Prestidigitator
Yeoman
Barmaid
Beggar
Gladiator
Merchant
Soldier
Spy
Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Mariner
Pirate
Nobility
Barbaric

Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Merchant
Nobility
Nomad
Prestidigitator
Tribal Warrior
Ambassador
Arcane Distrust
Nobility
Soldier
Yeoman

(A) shortspear or hand
axe, or (B) potion of
eagle’s splendour

(A) punching dagger or
light crossbow, or (B) 4
tanglefoot bags
(A) padded armour or
studded leather armour,
or (B) potion of cure
moderate wounds and
healer’s kit

(A) bear claws or
longsword, or (B) hide
armour and healer’s kit

(A) longsword, short
sword or lance, or (B)
scale mail armour

(A) longsword or short
sword, or (B) studded
leather armour and 20
arrows
(A) greatsword or lance,
or (B) light horse
(A) light crossbow or
hand axe, or (B)
studded leather armour
(A) longsword,
shortspear or
longspear, or (B)
composite short bow
(+2 Str) and 10 arrows

(A) greatsword or lance,
or (B) chain mail armour
and light steel shield

Sirrion Sea

Civilised Human
Nomad Human

Common,
Ergot

Elven, Gnome,
Kothian,
Solamnic

Sirrion Sea
Islander
Yeoman

Cristyne

Civilised Human
Nomad Human

As above

As above

Merchant
Smuggler

Civilised human

Common,
Solamnic

Dwarven,
Ergot, Estwilde,
Lemish

Coastlund

Civilised human

As above

As above

Ambassador
Arcane Distrust
Barmaid
Displaced
Nobility
Merchant
Nobility
Soldier
Yeoman
Mariner

Gaardlund

Civilised human

As above

As above

Pirate

Heartlund

Civilised human

As above

As above

Beggar

Hinterlund

Civilised human

As above

As above

Nightlund

Civilised human

As above

As above plus
Nordmaarian

Beggar
Mariner
Spy
Street Performer
In the Shadow of
Death

Palanthas

Civilised human

As above

As above

Southlund

Civilised human

As above

As above

Southern
Ergoth

Civilised Human
Nomad Human

Common,
Ergot

Draconic,
Elven, Ogre

Taman Busuk

Civilised Human
Nomad Human

Common,
Nerakan

Draconic,
Lemish,
Nordmaarian,
Ogre

Solamnia

Beggar
Smuggler
Spy
Street Performer
Beggar
Mariner
Smuggler
Street Performer
Barbaric
Gladiator
Nomad
Polar Fortitude
Street Performer
Yeoman
Arcane Distrust
Barbaric
Beggar
Machiavellian
Nomad
Street Performer
Tribal Warrior

(A) shortbow, light
crossbow or rapier, or
(B) leather armour and
climber’s kit
(A) shortbow, light
crossbow or rapier, or
(B) leather armour and
disguise kit
(A) longsword or heavy
mace, or (B) banded
mail armour

(A) short sword or
shortspear or (B)
leather armour or
padded armour
(A) thieves tools, hand
crossbow and 10 bolts,
or (B) longsword or
short sword
(A) short sword,
longsword or lance, or
(B) leather armour and
light wooden shield
(A) Light crossbow and
10 bolts or dagger, or
(B) alchemist’s fire flask
or disguise kit
(A) heavy mace or
heavy flail, or (B) 4 holy
water
(A) longsword or light
mace, or (B) scroll of
blur and levitate
(A) shortspear or light
crossbow, or (B) 2
doses of Large
monstrous spider
poison
(A) composite shortbow,
or (B) light war horse,
saddle and studded
leather barding

(A) studded leather
armour, and 20 arrows,
or (B) hand axe, battle
axe or greataxe

Neraka

Civilised Human
Nomad Human

As above

As above

Gladiator

Sanction

Civilised human

As above

Draconic,
Lemish, Ogre

Civilised Human

Common,
Goblin

Estwilde, Ogre,
Solamnic

Barmaid
Dragon Army
Officer*
Escaped Slave
Mariner
Pirate
Smuggler
Soldier
Spy
Displaced
Nobility

Throtl

(A) greataxe or
greatsword, or (B)
breast plate
(A) longsword or glaive,
or (B) potions of
invisibility and
darkvision

(A) hand axe or
longsword, or (B) heavy
crossbow

*Age of Despair only.

Dwarven Regions
Table 1-2: Dwarf Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Kayolin
Mountain Dwarf Common,
(GarnetDwarven
Thax)

Bonus
Languages
Elven, Ergot,
Gnome,
Solamnic

Regional
Feats
Ambassador
Barmaid

Ambassador*
Arcane
Education**
Barmaid
Beggar***
Machiavellian**
Nobility ****
Spy
Cautious

Thorbardin

Dark Dwarf
Gully Dwarf
Hill Dwarf
Mountain Dwarf

Common,
Dwarven

Abanasinian,
Goblin,
Kharolian,
Ogre

Thoradin

Mountain Dwarf

Common,
Dwarven

Draconic,
Goblin, Ogre

Bonus
Equipment
(A) heavy pick,
warhammer or
weighted
sword, or (B) 5
thunderstones
(A) heavy
mace or
dwarven
waraxe, or (B)
scroll of bull’s
strength and 2
sunrods
(A) warhammer
or dwarven
waraxe, or (B)
splint mail
armour

*Hylar & Daewar clans only.
**Dark Dwarf clans only.
***Klar clan only.
**** Hylar clan only.

Elven Regions
Table 1-3: Elf Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Abanasinia Qualinesti
Common,
(refugees)
Elven

Bonus
Languages
Abanasinian,
Dwarven,
Goblin,
Plainsman

Regional
Feats
Displaced
Nobility
Merchant
Soldier
Spy
Yeoman

Bonus
Equipment
(A) short sword
or longsword, or
(B) short bow or
longbow

Dargonesti

Dargonesti

Aquan,
Common,
Dargonesti

Elven, Ergot

Desolation

Kagonesti

Elven,
Kenderspea
k

Draconic,
Goblin,
Sylvan

Dimernesti

Dimernesti

Aquan,
Common,
Dimernesti

Ergot,
Kothian,
Sylvan

Dragon
Isles

Kagonesti

Draconic,
Elven

Auran,
Gnome,
Kothian

Plains of
Dust

Qualinesti
(refugees)
Silvanesti
(refugees)

Common,
Elven

Goblin,
Sylvan,
Thanoi

Qualinesti

Kagonesti
Qualinesti

Common,
Elven

Abanasinian,
Goblin,
Sylvan

Sancrist

Kagonesti

Common,
Elven

Silvanesti

Kagonesti
Silvanesti

Common,
Elven

Dwarven,
Ergot,
Gnome,
Ogre,
Solamnic
Dwarven,
Ergot,
Kothian,
Ogre

Southern
Ergoth

Kagonesti

Common,
Elven

*Kagonesti only.
** Qualinesti only.
***Silvanesti only.

Draconic,
Ergot, Ogre

Arcane
Education
Blood of the
Sea
Mariner
Nobility
Polar
Fortitude
Barbaric
Nomad

Blood of the
Sea
Mariner
Nobility
Nomad
Polar
Fortitude
Barbaric
Nomad

Displaced
Merchant**
Nobility
Soldier
Spy
Yeoman**
Ambassador
Arcane
Education
Barbaric*
Merchant**
Nobility
Nomad*
Soldier **
Spy**
Yeoman**
Barbaric
Nomad

Arcane
Barbaric
Education
Nobility
Nomad*
Soldier***
Spy***
Barbaric
Nomad
Polar
Fortitude

(A) aquatic
longbow and 10
arrows, or (B)
wand of magic
missile

(A) hide armour
and elixir of
sneaking, or (B)
short bow
(A) trident or
rapier, or (B)
aquatic short
bow and 10
arrows

(A) hide armour
and elixir of
sneaking, or (B)
short bow
(A) short sword
or longsword, or
(B) short bow or
longbow

(A) longbow or
longsword, or
(B) wand of cure
light wounds

(A) shortspear or
short bow, or (B)
hide armour and
light wooden
shield
(A) longsword or
rapier, or (B)
wand of detect
magic

(A) short sword
or longbow and
20 arrows, or (B)
hide armour and
potion of endure
elements

Gnome Regions
Table 1-4: Gnome Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Dragon
Gnome
Draconic,
Isles
Gnome

Bonus
Languages
Auran, Elven,
Kothian

Regional
Feats
Cautious

Northern
Ergoth
(Hylo)

Gnome

Gnome,
Kenderspeak

Ergot,
Solamnic

Cautious

Sancrist

Gnome

Common,
Gnome

Dwarf, Ergot,
Gnome,
Ogre,
Solamnic

Cautious

Bonus
Languages
Ergot,
Kenderspeak,
Solamnic

Regional
Feats
Barbaric

Estwilde,
Ogre,
Solamnic

Barbaric
Yeoman

Bonus
Languages
Draconic,
Elven, Ergot,
Ogre

Regional
Feats
Polar
Fortitude

Bonus
Equipment
(A) gnome battle
pick or heavy
pick, or 5
thunderstones
and 5
smokesticks
(A) short sword
or heavy pick, or
2 tanglefoot bags
and 1
thunderstone
(A) 5
thunderstones
and a gnome
battle pick, or (B)
everburning torch
and masterwork
artisans tools

Goblin Regions
Table 1-5: Goblin Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Northern
Goblin
Common,
Ergot
Goblin
(Sikk’et
Hul)
Throtl
Goblin
Common,
Hobgoblin
Goblin

Bonus
Equipment
(A) hand axe or
battle axe, or (B)
chain shirt
armour
(A) short sword
or battle axe, or
(B) hide armour
and elixir of
sneaking

Half-Ogre Regions
Table 1-6: Half-Ogre Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Southern
Half-Ogre
Common,
Ergoth
plus Ergot or
Ogre

Kender Regions

Bonus
Equipment
(A) greatclub or
great sword, or
(B) banded mail
with spikes

Table 1-7: Kender Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Northern
Afflicted Kender Common,
Ergoth
Half-Kender
Kenderspeak
(Hylo)
True Kender

Bonus
Languages
Ergot,
Gnome,
Goblin,
Solamnic

Regional
Feats
Handler

Bonus
Equipment
(A) hoopak or
short sword, or
(B) thieves tools

Bonus
Languages
None

Regional
Feats
Arcane
Education
Dragon Army
Officer

Bonus
Equipment
(A) longsword,
dagger or light
mace, or (B) wand
of magic missile
or wand of cure
light wounds
(A) dagger,
longspear or
trident, or (B)
scroll of water
breathing and fly
(A) dagger or light
mace, or (B) wand
of magic missile
and vial of holy
water
(A) wand of detect
magic, or (B)
scroll of invisibility
and displacement

Magical Regions
Table 1-8: Magical Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Storm’s
Any
None
Keep

Tower of
Istar

Any

None

None

Arcane
Education

Tower of
Nightlund

Any

None

None

Tower of
Wayreth

Any

None

None

Arcane
Education
In the
Shadow of
Death
Arcane
Education

Minotaur Regions
Table 1-9: Minotaur Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended
Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Dragon
Minotaur
Common,
Isles
Draconic,
Kothian
Minotaur
Minotaur
Common,
Isles
Kothian

Silvanesti

Minotaur

*Applies only to non-Minotaurs.

Ogre Regions

Common,
Kothian

Bonus
Languages
Auran, Elven,
Gnome

Regional
Feats
Mariner

Elven,
Saifhum,
Solamnic

Gladiator
Mariner
Nobility
Pirate
Escaped
Slave*
Mariner

Dwarven,
Elven, Ergot,
Ogre

Bonus
Equipment
(A) greatsword or
greatclub, or (B)
hide armour
(A) shatang or
greatsword, or (B)
breastplate
armour
(A) longsword or
greatsword, or (B)
breastplate
armour

Table 1-10: Ogre Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Blöde
Ogre
Common,
Ogre

Kern

Ogre

Common,
Nordmaarian

Bonus
Languages
Draconic,
Giant, Khur

Kothian,
Khur,
Nerakan

Regional Feats
Barbaric
Dragon Army
Officer*
Gladiator
Nomad
Pirate
Soldier
Tribal Warrior
Barbaric
Dragon Army
Officer*
Soldier

Bonus
Equipment
(A) greatsword or
dire flail, or (B)
chain mail
armour

(A) greatsword or
greatclub, or (B)
breastplate
armour

* Age of Despair only.

Thanoi Regions
Table 1-11: Thanoi Regions and Feats
Region
Recommended Automatic
Sub-races
Languages
Icewall
Thanoi
Common,
Glacier
Thanoi

Kharolis

Thanoi

As above

Plains of
Dust

Thanoi

As above

Southern
Ergoth

Thanoi

As above

Bonus
Languages
Draconic,
Dwarven,
Icespeak,
Ogre
Dwarven,
Ergot,
Kharolian,
Ogre
Goblin,
Sylvan
Draconic,
Elven, Ergot,
Ogre

Regional
Feats
Polar
Fortitude

Bonus Equipment

Polar
Fortitude

(A) longsword or heavy
mace, or (B) aquatic
short bow

Polar
Fortitude

(A) longsword or battle
axe, or (B) composite
longbow (+2 Str)
(A) battle axe or
longspear, or (B) short
bow and 20 arrows

Polar
Fortitude

(A) battle axe or
longspear, or (B) short
bow and 20 arrows

Spell-Touched Feats
Spell-touched feats are just that, the lingering effects of certain spells that linger on the character.
Such feats can be gained through repeated use of certain spells or even through the inadvertent
mixing of magical effects. The only way to gain access to a spell-touched feat is to be exposed to the
specific spell (or spells or even school of spells) mentioned in the prerequisites.

Wizard Feats
Wizard feats are a group of feat which are only accessible to characters with one or more levels of
wizard or who can prepare and cast arcane spells as a wizard.

Feat Quick Reference Tables

Arcane Spellcaster
Table 1-1: Arcane Spellcaster Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Moon Magic
3rd level arcane spells

Description
Gain moon magic effects

Chaos
Table 1-2: Chaos Feats
Feat
Chaos Sense
Chaos Mastery

Emphasise Chaos

Prerequisite
Must be able to prepare 2nd-level
arcane spells as a wizard
Chaos Sense, must be able to
prepare 3rd-level arcane spells as
a wizard
Chaos Sense

Description
Modify spells to deal half
Chaos-damage
Cast Chaos spells without
preparation

Prerequisite
Must have Morgion as a patron
deity, ability to turn or rebuke
creatures

Description
Use turn/rebuke check to inflict
disease on target

Prerequisite
Dirty Strike +5d4, Knowledge
(religion) 10 ranks, Habbakuk or
Zeboim as your patron deity
Dirty Strike +5d4
Dirty Strike +5d4
Balance 21 ranks, Profession
(sailor) 25 ranks, Tumble 21
ranks
Dirty Strike +5d4, Neutral Good,
Neutral or Neutral Evil alignment
Wis 21, Dirty Strike +6d4, Bane of
the Ancient Foe, Habbakuk or
Zeboim as your patron deity

Description
Weapon treated as having bane
quality against opposed faithful

Chaos spells DC +2

Divine
Table 1-3: Divine Feats
Feat
Accelerate Disease

Epic
Table 1-4: Epic Feats
Feat
Bane of the Ancient Foe

Extra Dirty Strike
Improved Dirty Strike
Legendary Sailor

Shifting-Sea Strike
Slay Servants of the
Ancient Foe

Dirty strike gains +1d4
Dirty strike uses d6’s
Ignore penalty for tumbling on
ship, ship’s speed increases, +4
leadership
Weapon gains axiomatic or
anarchic quality
Target struck by you makes
save of dies.

General
Table 1-5: General Feats
Feats
Additional Domain Access
Animal Husbandry
Arcane Sacrifice
Blast from the Maelstrom 1
Boarding Party
Channeller’s Senses

Prerequisite
Mystic, Wis 15
Non-specialist wizard or
sorcerer
Power Attack, Str 15, Dex 15,
Mariner 4th level
Tumble 8 ranks, Use Rope 6
ranks
Mystic, access to the

Description
Gain extra domain
1/day – calm animals, cure minor
wounds, purify food or water
Sacrifice Con to gain extra spell
slot.
Knock target back 10ft.
Make full attack when swing from
rope charge
+2 Listen & Spot, Listen & Spot

Citadel Healer
Citadel Renegade
Crusader

Channelling domain
Mystic, access to Healing or
Restoration Domain
Must be an ex-Citadel Mystic

Descriptor Focus
Divine Agriculture

Smite evil class feature,
Weapon Specialisation
(longsword), Knowledge
(religion) 2 ranks, patron deity
Kiri-Jolith
-

Divine Fire
Divine Guardian

-

Divine Healing

-

Divine Insight

-

Divine Light
Domain Pact

Knowledge (arcana) 2 ranks,
Knowledge (religion) 4 ranks,
Spellcraft 2 ranks, Domain
spell list, able to cast divine
spells
Charisma 13

Draconic Birthright

Egg-Despised

Egg-Bane

Slayer from
Dragonback

Huma’s Gift

The Dark Lady’s
Gift

Highlord
Ascendancy

Base Attack Bonus +4, must
have had a negative
encounter with a dragon
Base Attack Bonus +6, EggDespised, Sneak Attack
+1d6, must have slain a
dragon out of rage or hatred
Egg-Bane, Base Attack
Bonus +10, must have slain
at least one dragon from
dragonback
Slayer from Dragonback,
Leadership, Knight of
Solamnia prestige class,
Base Attack Bonus +15, must
have slain five evil dragons
for a good cause on
dragonback
Slayer from Dragonback,
Leadership, evil alignment,
Base Attack Bonus +15, must
have slain five good dragons
on dragonback for an evil
cause
The Dark Lady's Gift,
Leadership, 16th level, must
have an evil dragon cohort,
must have slain at least eight
good dragons on dragonback

DC’s lowered at distance
Conjuration (healing) spells heal
+1/dice
+1 to attack & damage citadel
mystics
Multi-class as paladin/fighter

+1 DC for specific spell descriptor
1/day detect poison, entangle,
purify
food or drink
1/day flare, light, produce flame
1/day guidance, resistance, shield
of faith
1/day cure light wounds, cure
minor wounds, virtue
1/day detect chaos / law / good /
evil (any one), detect magic,
detect poison
1/day faerie fire, flare, light
Change a domain spell

Speak Language class skill, +2 on
saves vs. dragon Frightful
Presence
+4 Bluff or Intimidate, +4 AC vs.
dragons
+1d6 sneak attack damage,
increase critical multiplier

+6 Ride when dragonborne,
increase critical range

Weapon treated as +4 holy
dragonbane, power word 1/month

Weapon treated as +4 unholy
dragonbane, power word 1/month

+10 Bluff & intimidate with evil,
+12 with non-evil. Summon
servant, +6 AC, attack and
damage while dragonborne

Dark Dragonhunter

Heroic Dragonsbane

Elemental Resistance
Elemental Sorcerer
Excelled Master

Favour of the Fisher King

Favour of the Maelstrom

Favoured of the Beast
Lord
Focused Attack 1

Font of Good or Evil
Gift of the Moon
Greater Coordination

Greater Eschew Material
Superior Eschew
Material
Greater Moon Magic
Greater Primary Focus
Selective Focusing

High Sorcery

Historical Librarian
Hunter’s Spirit

for an evil cause, and must
have gained the trust of at
least one evil race
Egg-Bane, evil-aligned, Base
Attack Bonus +6, Sneak
Attack +1d6, must have slain
a good dragon for an evil
cause
Egg-Bane, good-aligned,
Base Attack Bonus +6, must
have slain an evil dragon for
a good cause
Ability to cast 1st level arcane
spells without preparation
Primary Focus class feature,
one of the following knacks
class features – Applied
Craftsman, Virtuoso,
Scholarship, Jack-of-allTrades
Seamanship +2, Habbakuk
as a patron deity, non-evil
alignment
Dirty Strike as a class feature,
Seamanship +1, Balance 4
ranks, Zeboim as a patron
deity, non-good alignment
Must have been endowed by
a Beast Lord with a short
term form of lycanthropy
Wis 15, Improved Unarmed
Strike, Stunning Fist,
Concentration 5 ranks
Any good (Font of Good) or
any evil (Font of Evil)
Ability to cast 2nd-level spells
or higher
Knack as a class feature,
Coordinate knack, Diplomacy
5 ranks
Eschew Materials,
spellcasting key ability 14
Eschew Materials, Greater
Eschew Materials,
spellcasting key ability 19
High Sorcery, Intelligence 15,
arcane spellcaster level 6th.
Primary Focus as a class
feature
Primary Focus as a class
feature, Greater Primary
Focus
Ability to prepare 2nd-level
arcane spells. Must have
passed (and survived) the
Test of High Sorcery
Knack as a class feature,
Lore knack
-

Scry on dragon, deal extra
damage to that dragon when
fighting

Gain special form of bardic
knowledge and final death attack

Gain spell-like abilities
+1 DC with selected energy spells
+2 bonus to primary focus skills,
extra +2 for two skills

Smite follower of Zeboim

Smite follower of Habbakuk

Keep lycanthrope template longer

Add Wis mod to unarmed attack
and 1/2 Wis mod to Stunning Fist
DC.
Gain spell-like abilities
Gain moon magic ability.
Coordinate allies affects +3 more
allies
Ignore material component up to
50stl.
Ignore material component

Your moon magic ability
increases +1
+2 with primary focus skills
Take 10 or 20 on primary focus
skill
+2 Knowledge (arcana) &
Spellcraft and able to specialise in
school of magic
+2 lore checks, identify 1/day
Gain spell-like abilities

Hybrid Magic

Improved Bluster
Improved Order Secret

Master Artisan
Moon Leech
Mystic-Monk

Natural Talent
Nature’s Blood

Noble Salute
Old Sea Dog
Pitching Combatant 1

Plant Care

Rewarded Dedication

Must be able to cast both
arcane and divine spells
without preparation
Knack as a class feature,
Bluster knack
Wizard of High Sorcery 10th
level, Knowledge (arcana) 18
ranks, Spellcraft 18 ranks
Item of Renown Knack class
feature, ability to cast spells
Sorcerer, or renegade wizard
Wis 15, access to the domain
of Meditation, patron deity
Majere
Racial bonus to a skill
-

Honour-bound, any lawful
alignment
Sailor Lore as a class feature
Power Attack, Combat
Reflexes, Cleave,
Seamanship as a class
feature
-

Sub-School Focus

Knack as a class feature,
Word of Mouth or Celebrity or
Loyal Clientele or Academic
Reputation knack
Point Blank Shot, Precise
Shot, Hide 8 ranks, Move
Silently 8 ranks, sneak attack
+4d6, base attack bonus +5
or higher
Knack as a class feature,
Compelling Performance
knack, Perform 14 ranks
-

War Magus

Ability to cast arcane spells

Wild Sorcerer

Any non-lawful alignment,
ability to cast 1st level arcane
spells without preparation
Cha 13, must not have any
levels in any arcane
spellcasting class
-

Sniper

Sublime Compulsion

Wild Talent

Word of the Divine
1

Fighter feat.

Heritage
Table 1-6: Heritage Feats

Use divine spell slots to cast
arcane spells and vice-versa
+2 Bluff when using bluster
Damaging order secrets deal 3/4
magic damage
Reduce the costs when creating
magic items
Gain effects of moon magic ability
Multi-class as monk/mystic

Selected racial skill +2
+1 Knowledge (nature) &
Survival, +1 saves vs. spells &
spell-like effects from plants
+2 to hit, damage and AC vs.
opponent
+3 sailor lore, +1 Dex check on
ship
If target drops t 0 hp take 5ft. step
with cleave

1/day create water, detect
animals or
plants, light
Earn more money for week’s work

Increase ranged sneak attacks
beyond 30ft.

Compelling performance save vs.
unfriendly +2, hostile +5
DC for sub-school of magic +1
DC
Damaging spells deal +1
damage/dice extra
Spellcraft DC +2 to identify or
counter spells
Cast one 0-level (cantrip) arcane
spell
1/day comprehend languages,
detect
magic, read magic

Feats
Irda Blood
Kender Blood
Ogre Taint
Taint of Dwarven Blood
Taint of Elven Blood
Taint of Gnomish Blood

Taint of Human Blood

Taint of Kender Blood
Taint of Ogre Blood

Prerequisite
Cha 13
Any non-dwarf or non-part dwarf
(half-dwarf)
Any non-elf or non-part elf (half-elf)
Any non-gnome or non-part gnome
(true gnome, half-gnome, thinker
gnome)
Any non-human or non-part human
(human, half-elf, half-dwarf, halfkender, half-ogre, half-Irda)
Any non-kender or non-part kender
(half-kender)
Any non-ogre or non-part ogre
(ogre, ogre mage, Irda, minotaur,
half-ogre)

Description
Sorcerer is a favoured class.
+2 Spot, +4 vs. fear
+1 Fort, low-light vision
Gain dwarven language, dwarf
blood and selected benefit
Gain elvensight, elvish
language and selected benefit
Gain gnomish language,
gnomish blood and selected
benefit
+4 skill points, human blood,
bonus language, selected
benefit
+2 Spot, kender blood,
kenderspeak, selected benefit
60ft. darkvision, ogre blood,
bonus language, selected
benefit

Initiate
Table 1-7: Initiate Feats
Feats
Animal Tongue
Astounding Performance
Extra Healing

Extraordinary
Craftsmanship
Fiery Knowledge
Holy Attack

Improved Holy Attack

Initiate of Air

Prerequisite
Int 13, Wis 13, divine spellcaster
patron deity Habbakuk.
Divine spells granted by Branchala
Divine spells granted by Mishakal,
must not have any combat feat (see
Special)
Divine spells granted by Reorx, Skill
Focus (Craft [weaponsmithing or
armorsmithing])
Divine spells granted by Sirrion
2nd-level divine spells granted by
Kiri-Jolith, Base Attack Bonus +2,
any one feat of the Fighter bonus
list
4th-level divine spells granted by
Kiri-Jolith, Base Attack Bonus +5,
any two feats of the Fighter bonus
list, Holy Attack
Mystic 3rd level, access to the Air
domain

Initiate of Earth

Mystic 3rd level, access to the Earth
domain

Initiate of Habbakuk

Ability to cast 3rd-level spells;
patron deity Habbakuk
Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells;
patron deity Hiddukel

Initiate of Hiddukel

Initiate of Mishakal
Initiate of Paladine

Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells;
patron deity Mishakal
Ability to cast 3rd-level spells;
patron deity Paladine

Description
Command animals
+2 Perform, can negate bad
performance
Conjuration (healing) spells
heal +1/dice, +2 Heal
DC for craft reduced

Discover source of fire, +2 on
saves vs. fire
+1 attack & damage vs. evil

+2 attack & damage vs. evil

Weapon group proficiency, +2
Diplomacy and additional
spells known
Weapon group proficiency &
heavy armour, +2 Diplomacy
and additional spells known
Water breathing, +4 Swim,
additional spells.
+2d6 to next roll 1/day, Bluff &
Disguise class skill, additional
spells
Lay on hands ability,
additional spells
Greater turning, additional
spells

Initiate of Reorx

Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells;
patron deity Reorx

Initiate of Takhisis

Ability to cast 3rd-level spells;
patron deity Takhisis
Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells;
patron deity Zeboim
Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells;
patron deity Zivilyn
Mystic 3rd level, character
alignment must be within one step
of the selected deity
Sorcerer 3rd level, chaotic good,
neutral good or lawful good,
Knowledge (religion) 4 ranks
Sorcerer 3rd level, chaotic neutral,
neutral or lawful neutral, Knowledge
(religion) 4 ranks
Sorcerer 3rd level, chaotic evil,
neutral evil or lawful evil,
Knowledge (religion) 4 ranks
Divine spells granted by Zivilyn or a
monk with Zivilyn as he’s patron
deity, Wis 19, Improved Initiative
3rd-level divine spells granted by
Takhisis
6th-level divine spells granted by
Takhisis, Intimidating Presence
Divine spells granted by Majere or a
monk with Majere as a patron deity,
Base Will save bonus +6, Iron Will
Divine spells granted by Majere or a
monk with Majere as his patron
deity, Base Willpower save bonus
+9, Mind Shield
Divine spells granted by Chislev,
Alertness
Divine spells granted by Morgion,
Con 13, must have lost an ability
point to a disease
Divine spells granted by Zeboim,
Swim 6 ranks
Divine spells granted by Shinare, Int
13
Divine spells granted by Hiddukel,
Bluff 6 ranks
Bard 1st level, Wis 11

Initiate of Zeboim
Initiate of Zivilyn
Initiate of the Heavens

Initiate to the Mighty
Hand
Initiate to the Veiled
Maiden
Initiate to the Ungod

Insight

Intimidating Presence
Frightening Presence
Mind Shield

Improved Mind Shield

Nature’s Awareness
Rotted Visage

Shark Skin
Sharp Appraiser
Silver Tongue
Song of the Bard
Turn Evil

Undead Truce

Unholy Vengeance

5th-level divine spells granted by
Paladine, Lawful Good alignment,
Extra Turning
Divine spells granted by Chemosh,
must not have destroyed a neutral
or evil undead creature in combat
Divine spells granted by Sargonnas
or a monk with Sargonnas as a
patron deity, must have
accomplished a vengeance mission
once

Conjuration (creation) spells
+1CL, +4 to one Craft,
additional spells
Dominate person, additional
spells
Swim speed, +4 Swim,
additional spells
+2 initiative, divinations +1
CL, additional spells
Add domain spells to spells
known
Add domain spells to spells
known
Add domain spells to spells
known
Add domain spells to spells
known
+1 attacks, saves and checks

+2 Intimidate, fear spells DC
+4
Increase fear effect from
spells
Immunity to mind-affecting
spells for 1 hour
Immunity to mind-affecting
spells for 12 hours

Never lost, +2 Will vs. illusion,
+1 initiative
Immune to disease for limited
time per day
+2 natural AC, +1 Swim
+2 Appraise, automatic detect
forgeries
+2 Bluff, +4 save vs. detect
lies or similar effects
Gain divine spells on bard
spell list in the PHB
Turn evil as you would turn
undead at –6
Mindless undead don’t attack
you, intelligent undead make
save to attack you
+1 attack, saves and initiative
when on mission of
vengeance

Vivid Recollection

Improved Vivid
Recollection

Divine spells granted by Gilean, Int
17, Skill Focus (relevant knowledge
skill)
4th-level divine spells granted by
Gilean, Int 19, Vivid Recollection
(relevant knowledge skill)

+5 on Knowledge check

+10 on Knowledge check

Item Creation
Table 1-8: Item Creation Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Brew Herbal Potion
Heal: 4 ranks, Profession (herbalist)
4 ranks

Description
Brew potions of cure light
wounds

Master
Table 1-9: Master Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Empower Item of
Knack as a class feature, Item of
Distinction
Distinction knack, Craft 6 ranks,
selected skill with 5 ranks
Masterwork Arms &
Knack class feature, Item of
Armour
Distinction (craft [armoursmith or
weaponsmithing]), Craft (alchemy) 3
ranks
Masterwork Infusion
Knack class feature, Item of
Distinction (craft [alchemy]), Craft
(alchemy) 3 ranks, Knowledge
(arcana) or (religion) 3 ranks
Masterwork Sceptre
Masterwork Wand, Knack class
feature. Craft (alchemy) 3 ranks,
Knowledge (arcana) or (religion) 3
ranks
Masterwork Scroll
Knack class feature, Item of
Distinction (papermaking), Knowledge
(arcana) 4 or Knowledge (religion) 3
ranks, Profession (scribe) 3 ranks
Masterwork Wand
Knack class feature, Item of
Distinction (craft [alchemy]), Craft
(alchemy) 3 ranks, Knowledge
(arcana) or (religion) 3 ranks

Description
Item grants feat benefits

Create non-magical arms &
armour which provide benefits

Create non-magical potions

Create a sceptre which
produces 2 spell-like effects

Create a scroll which
produces a spell-like effect

Create a wand which
produces a spell-like effect

Metamagic
Table 1-10: Metamagic Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Arcane Defiant
The spellcaster must have had one of
his arcane spells countered or
dispelled by divine magic
Craft Spell
Spellcaster level 1st, ability to cast
spells without preparation, Spellcraft 2
ranks
Experience Spell
Silent Spell, Still Spell, spellcasting
key ability 19
Golem Smite
Knowledge (arcana) 10 ranks,
Spellcraft 10 ranks, Craft Construct
Internal Focus
Eschew Materials, Greater Eschew
Materials, spellcasting key ability 17

Description
Divine spellcasters find it
harder to dispel/counter your
spells
Cast spell you don’t know

Ignore XP cost for spell
Your spells can affect golems
Ignore focus component

Last Spell
Resistant Burst

Sacred Defiant Spell

Able to prepare and cast spells as a
wizard, cleric or druid
Greater Spell Focus, Greater Spell
Penetration, Maximise Spell, Spell
Focus, Spell Penetration, able to
spontaneously cast spells
The spellcaster must have had one of
his divine spells countered or
dispelled by arcane magic

Recall spell prepared after
casting
DC +1, failed spell resistance
check creates 5ft. burst

Arcane spellcasters find it
harder to dispel/counter your
spells

Monstrous
Table 1-11: Monstrous Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Running Against the Innate spellcasting ability as a spellcaster
Grain
that has a spell level progression

Description
Change racial spellcasting
ability

Mystic
Table 1-12: Mystic Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Sensitivity Adept
Ability to spontaneously cast spells from
the Sensitivity domain

Description
Sacrifice a spell slot to gain
bonus on selected skills

Racial
Table 1-13: Racial Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Animal Shapes
Irda, Con 13, 6th level character
Birthright Reclaimed

Half-Elf

Cautious

Gnome, Dwarf (Thoradin)

Crate Technological
Device
Draconic Wizardry

Gnome, Int 13

Extra Shapes

Dragon type, Int 15, ability to cast
arcane spells spontaneously
Irda, Reserves of Strength, Int 16,
Con 12, able to prepare and cast
spells
Irda, Con 13

Favoured Shape

Irda, Change Shape ability

Fury of Kith-Kanan

Base attack bonus +10, Weapon
Specialization (any), Silvanesti or
Qualinesti Elf
Balifor, Goodlund, Hylo; Kender
Kender, Dex 15, Character Level 8th

Expend Spell-Like
Ability

Handler
Hands of
Opportunity
Hasten Creation

Gnome, Int 15

Horned Fighter
Improved Elvensight

Minotaur, gore attack
Elvensight

Improved Horns

Minotaur, Str 17, gore attack, Weapon

Description
Use Change Shape to take
animal forms
Increase racial skills and the
synergy bonus
+1 Ref save & +1 AC vs. traps,
+2 Search for traps
Build mechanical devices
Prepare spells as wizard
Use spell-like ability to increase
CL
Use Change Shape additional
time per day
Loose your type and subtype to
gain assumed forms type and
subtype
Gain two extra attacks, all
attacks suffer –1 to hit
+2 Bluff & Sleight of Hands
Handle while in combat
Reduce time taken to create
device
+1 to attack with gore
Low-light vision range doubled,
+30ft. darkvision
Gore deals 1-1/2 Str mod

Focus (gore), base attack +1

Improvisation

Gnome, Int 13

Innumerable
Treasures
Kirath

Kender, Character Level 7th, Int 15
New Coast, Silvanesti; Elf

Luck of the Gypsies
Mad Gnome

Khur; Nomad
Create Technological Device, Wis 15

Mimic Magic

Must be a gnome, Int 17

Only a Kender

Kender

Polar Fortitude

Dimernesti, Icewall Glacier, Plains of
Dust
Kender, Dex 15

Practical Invisibility
Workshop Evasion

Must a gnome or a rogue (rogues get
a different version for free), Dex 15

normal, double Str mod in
charge and Str mod as
secondary weapon
Create devices for 1/4 base
price
Dig into pouch as free action
+1 Hide, Move Silently &
Survival
Selected skill gains +2, +1 Ref
+2 Knowledge (engineering), +3
Craft
Devices produce almost
magical effect
+2 Gather Information & Sense
Motive
Make Survival check to avoid
cold damage
Make Hide check while moving
at normal speed
Gain evasion ability

Regional
Table 1-14: Regional Feats
Feat
Description
Ambassador
Gain +2 Diplomacy & Sense Motive
Arcane Distrust
Gain +2 Knowledge (arcana) & Spellcraft
Barbaric
Gain +2 Intimidate & Sense Motive
Barmaid
Gain +2 Sense Motive, ignore penalty for improvised weapons
Beggar
Gain +2 Bluff & Gather Information
Blood of the Sea
Gain +2 Swim, faster Swim speed
Cautious
Gain +1 Ref save & +1 AC vs. traps, +2 Search for traps
Displaced Nobility
Gain +2 Knowledge (nobility & royalty) & Sense Motive
Dragon Army Officer
Gain +2 Intimidate checks, & +4 Will vs. dragon's Frightful Presence
Escaped Slave
Gain +2 Hide & selected Profession
Gladiator
Gain +2 Perform (arena fighting) & exotic weapon proficiency
Gypsy Dancer
Gain +2 Perform (dance), +1 Ref
Handler
Gain +2 Bluff & Sleight of Hands
In the Shadow of Death
Gain +4 vs. fear
Luck of the Gypsies
Selected skill gains +2, +1 Ref
Machiavellian
Gain +2 Craft (alchemy) & Heal
Mariner
Gain +2 Profession (sailor), +1 initiative & AC on ship
Merchant
Gain +2 Craft or Profession; +2 Appraise
Nobility
Gain +2 Diplomacy & Knowledge (nobility & royalty)
Nomad
Gain +2 Hide & Survival
Pirate
Gain +2 Intimidate, additional weapon choices, +1 to attack with
selected weapon
Prestidigitator
Gain +2 Bluff & Use Magic Device
Scholar
Gain +2 Knowledge (history) and one selected Knowledge skill
Seeker
Gain +2 Decipher Script & Use Magic Device
Sirrion Sea Islander
Gain +2 Swim & Bluff
Smuggler
Gain +2 Appraise & Bluff
Soldier 1
Gain either a martial or exotic weapon proficiency and +2 Heal
Spy
Gain +2 Forgery & Gather Information
Street Performer
Gain +2 Gather Information & selected Perform
Tribal Warrior
Gain +2 Craft (weaponsmithing), additional weapons
Yeoman
Gain +2 Listen & Move Silently

1

Fighter feat.

Spell-Touched
Table 1-15: Spell-Touched Feats
Feat
Prerequisite
Dimension
Knowledge (arcana) 8 ranks, Knowledge (the planes)
Mage
8 ranks, ability to cast arcane spells of 4th level

Description
Cast any ‘dimension’
spell +2 CL, blink

Feat Descriptions
Accelerate Disease [Divine]
Original Author – Stunspore.
‘With a burst of sickly green light, the disease rapidly overtook his body…’
You can cause infections and diseases to rapidly ravage those to whom you present the unholy
symbol of Morgion.
Prerequisite: Must have Morgion as a patron deity, ability to turn or rebuke creatures.
Benefit: Instead of the normal turning or rebuking undead attempt, the
character may attempt to accelerate a disease's progress in an infected victim. Make normal turning
checks against the victims. If a turning check is successful, then that victim suffers as if the disease
has progressed by (1d6 + Charisma modifier) days. The victims make a disease check for each day
past the incubation period (if the victim is still subjected to it), or suffer the disease's effects.
For each positive modifier on your turning check (when turning check is 13 or above), you
may increase the disease's DC check by the same amount.

Additional Domain Access [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You gain the benefits of an additional domain.
Prerequisite: Mystic, Wisdom 15.
Benefit: You may select an additional domain. You gain the selected domains granted power.
You can add the new domains spell to your mystic spells known.
Normal: Mystics begin play with access to only one domain.

Ambassador [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people fight through words rather than deeds, considering physical combat to be the last option
when it comes to reconciling differences.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinian [Seeker], Sancrist [Whitestone], Solamnic [any]), Dwarf
(Kayolin, Thorbardin), Elf (Qualinesti).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Diplomacy and Sense Motive checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Animal Husbandry [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the needs of animals.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following divine spell-like abilities as
a 1st level caster: 1/day – calm animals, cure minor wounds, purify food or water. Save DC for any
spell is equal to 10 + spell level + Charisma modifier (if any).

Animal Shape [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have learned the ways to change your shape into animal forms as well as humanoid forms.
Prerequisite: Irda, Constitution 13, 6th level character.
Benefit: You can use your racial ability to change shape to take the form of an animal of
Small to Large size, instead of changing into a humanoid. As with your normal use of change shape,
you gain the natural attacks, natural armour, movement modes and extraordinary special attacks (but
not special qualities) of your new form. You retain the special attacks and qualities of your original
form (but not breath weapon or gaze attacks, if any). You keep your ability scores. You loose your
spellcasting ability while in the animal form.
Normal: Irda can only use their change shape ability to take the form of a humanoid. They
keep their spellcasting ability when in the new form, unless that form is incapable of speech.

Animal Tongue [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The character can empathically understand animals.
Prerequisites: Intelligence 13, Wisdom 13, divine spellcaster patron deity Habbakuk.
Benefits: You gain the supernatural ability to empathically understand animals. This
understanding from the animal is in the form of a single word which you associate with any given
emotion, such as ‘hungry’, ‘angry’, sleepy’, ‘afraid’, or ‘happy’.
You can use this ability to convey a one-word feeling to the animal, which acts like the
command spell (see p.211 of the Player’s Handbook). The animal is allowed a Willpower saving throw
against the effect (equal to 10 + 1/2 your character level + your Charisma modifier) to negate the
effects. If the animal fails the save, it will obey as best it can to the feeling you’re sending to it.
For example, a feeling of anger directed at a particular person is hard for an animal to
understand and will result in the animal becoming hostile to all creatures except you, however, if you
attack the creature you send the ‘hatred’ feeling for, the animal will attack the creature as well.
You can use this ability as a full round action that does not provoke an attack of opportunity.
Special: When used in conjunction with wild empathy, this ability grants you a +5 bonus to
the wild empathy check.

Arcane Defiant Spell [Metamagic]
Original Author – Stunspore.
"The division between the mages and clerics grew only
clerics could no longer suppress the mages' powers."
As recorded by an archivist of Gilean one year before the Cataclysm.

stronger,

when

the

You have strengthened your magic against the spells cast against it by divine spellcasters.
Prerequisite: The spellcaster must have had one of his arcane spells countered or dispelled
by divine magic.
Benefit: Divine spellcasters find that your spells and arcane effects harder to dispel and to
counterspell. The base DC for a divine spellcaster to dispel your spells is DC 14 + your arcane
spellcaster level. The base DC for a divine spellcaster to counterspell on of your spells is DC 18 + the
level of the spell being countered.
Due to the arcane preparations involved in preparing an arcane defiant spell, arcane
spellcasters find it easier to counterspell and dispel your spells. For an arcane spellcaster to
counterspell one of your spells, the DC is 12 plus the spell level, while for a dispel check the DC is 9 +
your arcane spellcaster level.
An arcane defiant spell uses up a spell slot one level higher than the actual spell’s level.
Normal: A dispel check DC is 11 + the level of the spellcaster who initiated the spell effect
being dispelled. The counterspell requires a Spellcraft skill check DC 15 + the level of the spell to be
countered. You must still have the correct spell to counterspell.

Arcane Distrust [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people fear or distrust arcane magic and those who wield it, such as the Wizards of High
Sorcery.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia [Plainsmen], Estwilde, Khur, Nordmaar, Northern Ergoth
[Ackal Province], Plains of Dust, Solamnia, Taman Busuk, Sancrist [Whitestone])
Benefit: You gain a +1 morale bonus to all saves against arcane spells. When fighting an
opponent who you know to be an arcane spellcaster, you gain a +1 morale bonus to damage rolls.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st-level character. You may have only one
regional feat. Characters with this feat who become bards, sorcerers, or wizards lose the benefit of
the feat.

Arcane Education [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people have preserved the arcane lore of the Age of Might, and do not fear learning it as do
many of the peoples of Ansalon.
Prerequisite: Elf (Dargonesti, Qualinesti, Silvanesti), Dwarf (Dark Dwarf), Magical Regions
(all).
Benefits: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Knowledge (arcana) and Spellcraft checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Arcane Sacrifice [General]
Original Author – Brandon Clark.
By giving of yourself to magic, you are able to gain extra spells per day.
Prerequisite: Non-specialist wizard or sorcerer.
Benefit: You can permanently reduce your Constitution score by 2 points to grant yourself a
bonus spell slot for each spell level you can cast from (not including 0-level spells). Your Constitution
can be increased normally by other effects, such as through inherent ability points gained through
character level advancement or the application of magic, such as bull’s strength.
This effect applies to all spell levels the character can cast from, including new spell levels
gained through advancement.

Astounding Performance [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You get a bonus while using your Perform skills.
Prerequisite: Divine spells granted by Branchala.
Benefits: As one of the faithful of Branchala, you gain a +2 sacred bonus on all Perform skill
checks; you also gain an additional +2 sacred bonus on one specific Perform skill (such as sing, wind
instrument, etc.).
Additionally, when you are using the selected Perform skill, you are able to make an
immediate Perform skill check (at the same DC +2) to negate the effects of a negative performance.
You can do this only once per day.
Normal: Retries of a Perform skill do not negate the effects of a negative performance.

Bane of the Ancient Foe [Epic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
When you fight the servants of your patron’s ancient enemy, you channel power directly from your
patron to deal extra damage the opponent cannot ignore.

Prerequisites: Dirty Strike +5d4, Knowledge (religion) 10 ranks, Habbakuk or Zeboim as your
patron deity.
Benefit: When you are fighting servants of your patrons enemy, all weapons you hold are
treated as being bane weapons (they gain a +2 to hit and deal an extra +2d6 damage to the target)
and half of the total damage dealt by your attack is either sacred or profane damage (this damage
cannot be reduced by such effects as energy resistance).
This ability does not stack with similar abilities, such as that granted by bane weapons.
Servants and followers of your patron's enemy are defined as having that god as their patron.
Training for the Bane of the Ancient Foe: Mettle of the High Seas. To qualify for the Bane
of the Ancient Foe feat, the supplicant mariner must have beaten at least twenty followers and
servants of their patrons enemy, one of those must have had a CR equal to 1/2 the mariner's CR or
higher and must have been since he reached 20th level.

Barbaric [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people belong to a culture that is feared and misunderstood as "primitive" or "barbaric" by more
civilised folk. People react very strongly to your intense personality.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia [Plainsman], Blood Sea [Saifhum], Estwilde, Khur, Icewall
Glacier, New Sea [Schallsea], Nordmaar, Northern Ergoth [Ackal Province, Sikk’et Hul], Plains of
Dust, Southern Ergoth, Taman Busuk), Ogre (Blöde, Kern), Elf (Kagonesti), Goblin (Northern Ergoth
[Sikk’et Hul], Throtl).
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on Intimidate and Sense Motive checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Barmaid [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
This feat represents the life experiences of a barmaid, innkeeper, or barkeep in the well-travelled
regions of Krynn. You have worked in an inn or tavern serving others, and became used to dealing
with a wide variety of people, or even defending yourself with chairs and skillets in occasional bar
brawls.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia, Balifor, Blood Sea [Saifhum], Lemish, Northern Ergoth
[any], Solamnia [general], Taman Busuk [Sanction]), Dwarf (Kayolin, Thorbardin).
Benefits: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Sense Motive checks. When fighting with
improvised weapons, you ignore penalties for non-proficiency. Such weapons usually inflict 1d4
damage, and score a threat on a natural 20.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Beggar [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from an area, usually a large city, where there exists a class of people that lives off the
generosity of others, or deceives the more fortunate into giving them money.
Prerequisite: Human (Balifor, Estwilde, Northern Ergoth [any], Plains of Dust, Solamnia
[Heartlund, Hinterlund, Palanthas, Southlund], Taman Busuk), Dwarf (Klar).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Bluff and Gather Information checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Birthright Reclaimed [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have through long and arduous rituals, re-established the link to your elven heritage.

Prerequisite: Half-Elf.
Benefit: Depending on which type of half-elf you are, depends on what effect this feat has on
you. Regardless of what type of half-elf you are, you no longer suffer from any stigma from being a
half-elf and are treated as a full elf by your peers, which lessens any penalty imposed due to being a
half-elf when gaining acceptance. In addition, you gain one of the following:
• Kagonesti Half-Elves: Kagonesti half-elves gain a +2 bonus on Knowledge (nature) and Survival
skill checks. The skill synergy bonus for those two skills, and those two skills only, increases by
+1 (making it a +3 synergy bonus).
• Qualinesti Half-Elves: Qualinesti half-elves gain a +2 bonus on Diplomacy and Sense Motive
skill checks. The skill synergy bonus for those two skills, and those two skills only, increases by
+1 (making it a +3 synergy bonus).
• Silvanesti Half-Elves: Silvanesti half-elves gain a +2 bonus on Knowledge (arcana) and
Spellcraft skill checks. The skill synergy bonus for those two skills, and those two skills only,
increases by +1 (making it a +3 synergy bonus).
Special: This feat can only be taken after 1st level.

Blast from the Maelstrom [Fighter, General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your attacks cause others to be knocked back.
Prerequisites: Power Attack, Strength 15, Dexterity 15, Mariner 4th level.
Benefit: When you use your Power Attack feat and successfully strike and damage an
opponent while onboard a ship, the opponent must make a Reflex save (DC = 10 + 1/2 your mariner
level + your Strength modifier) or be knocked backwards 10ft. If the target is unable to be moved back
the full distance, he instead moves as far as he could and is then made to fall prone.
Special: A fighter can select the Blast from the Maelstrom feat as one of his fighter feats.
Training for the Blast from the Maelstrom Feat: Cross the Maelstrom. To qualify for the
blast from the maelstrom feat requires an additional prerequisite. The mariner must undergo an
arduous sea journey which must cross treacherous waters and successfully battle an enemy on board
his ship. The sea journey can take as much or as little time as the sea route dictates. The teat for this
feat is so named due to the number of mariners who travelled through the Maelstrom of the Blood
Sea of Istar.

Blood of the Sea [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You are more comfortable at sea or on the open ocean than you are on land.
Prerequisite: Blood Sea (Saifhum), Elf (Dargonesti, Dirminesti).
Benefits: You gain a +2 bonus to all Swim checks. A successful Swim check allows you to
swim one-half of your speed as a move-equivalent action, or one-half your speed as a full-round
action.
Normal: A character without this feat can only swim one-quarter of his speed as a moveequivalent action or one-half his speed as a full-round action.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Boarding Party [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You are adept at getting on board an enemy vessel and attacking quickly.
Prerequisites: Tumble 8 ranks, Use Rope 6 ranks.
Benefit: You can use the charge action while swinging on a rope. You must make a Tumble
skill check (DC = 15 + 2 per 10ft travelling in the charge). If you succeed this Tumble skill check, you
can make a full attack action at the end of the charge. This swinging charge does not provoke an
attack of opportunity.

All attacks you make in that round suffer a –2 penalty. If you fail the skill check, you make the
normal single attack action at the end of the charge and provoke an immediate attack of opportunity
from your foe. You are considered flat-footed against this attack of opportunity.
Normal: You cannot make a full attack after making a charge action, and you only make a
single attack.

Brew Herbal Potion [Item Creation]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You can create potions that use the natural healing properties of special herbs and minor natural
magic to heal others. See the Dungeon Master's Guide for rules on potions.
Prerequisites: Heal: 4 ranks, Profession (herbalist) 4 ranks.
Benefit: You can create a potion of cure light wounds that cures 1d8 points of damage.
Brewing the herbal potion takes 1 day and uses up herbal materials costing 25stl. You must spend 2
XP per potion created.

Cautious [Racial, Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You have been raised to be cautious around dangerous devices and traps designed to kill or
incapacitate intruders.
Prerequisites: Dodge, Dexterity 13, Gnome or Dwarf (Thoradin).
Benefits: You gain a +1 bonus to your Reflex saves and a +1 dodge bonus to your AC
against mechanical traps. For the purposes of this feat, malfunctioning gnomish inventions are treated
as mechanical traps.
Furthermore, you can use the Search skill, with a +2 bonus, to find mechanical traps, just as a
rogue. This applies only to mechanical traps.
Normal: Only rogues are able to use the Search skill to find traps that have a DC 20 or more.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Channeller’s Senses [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
Your attunement to the power of Channelling gives you heightened sight and hearing.
Prerequisite: Mystic, access to the Channelling domain.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Listen and Spot checks. The DC for your Listen and Spot
skill checks at a distance is reduced to –1 per 20ft. of distance.
Normal: Listen and Spot skill check DC’s suffers a –1 penalty per 10ft. of distance.

Chaos Sense [Chaos]
Original Author – Krain Bloodwun.
You are able to sense the flow and ebb of primal sorcerer in the world around you.
Prerequisites: Must be able to prepare 2nd-level arcane spells as a wizard.
Benefit: This feat allows a wizard to understand Chaos Magic. Spells made or modified with
the Chaos element are not considered wild magic but a darker, renegade, magic as they corrupt the
magic from all other sources including the Moons of Krynn.
With this feat, a wizard can research and modify spells with the Chaos element. Chaos spells
are considered one-half chaotic energy, so a fireball is half fire damage and half chaos damage.
Normal: Wizards cannot normally cast spells with the Chaos element. Chaos Sense is the
"gateway" feat for other chaos-related feats.

Chaos Mastery [Chaos]
Original Author – Krain Bloodwun.

Your studies into the renegade theories of Chaos Magic have allowed you to cast some of your
prepared spells as a spontaneous spell, much like the sorcerers of the Age of Mortals.
Prerequisites: Chaos Sense, must be able to prepare 3rd-level arcane spells as a wizard.
Benefit: This feat allows a renegade to cast chaos spells without having to memorize them
beforehand. To gain the benefits of this feat, all spells with a Chaos descriptor must be relearned. A
wizard attempting to relearn a chaos spell has the base DC change from 10 to 12. So, a second-level
wizard spell would have a base DC of 14 (12 + 2). Once the spell has been relearned, it does not
need to be memorized. Whenever the caster wishes to use it, he must make a Spellcraft check as if
he were learning the spell.
Normal: Wizards cannot normally cast spells with the Chaos element.
Special: Although the spell does not need to be memorized, it still takes the place of a spell of
equivalent spell level when cast, just like a sorcerer.

Citadel Healer [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
Your training at the Citadel of Light allows you to cast healing spells better than normal.
Prerequisites: Mystic, access to Healing or Restoration Domain.
Benefit: You are able to heal one extra hit point per die of damage when casting conjuration
(healing) spells.

Citadel Renegade [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You have turned upon the teachings of the Citadel of Light, and you're prepared to fight those who
once were your allies.
Prerequisite: Must be an ex-Citadel Mystic.
Benefit: You gain a +1 attack bonus and damage bonus against anyone associated with the
Citadel of Light.

Craft Spell [Metamagic]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You are able to shape magic into spells that you have not already learned or mastered.
Prerequisites: Spellcaster level 1st, ability to cast spells without preparation, Spellcraft 2
ranks.
Benefit: You may attempt to cast any sorcerer or mystic spell that you do not already know.
You must have a free spell slot of the level of the spell to be cast, and the spell must be in one of the
schools or spheres that you know. You may apply any metamagic feat that you know to the spell, but
you must still be able to cast the spell at its modified spell level.
Crafting the spell requires a Spellcraft check. The DC of the Spellcraft check is determined by
the level of the spell and other modifiers, as given below. Success means the spell works as if cast
normally by the spellcaster, with any metamagic feats in effect, and using up the spell slot. Failure
means the spell does not work, but the spell slot is still used up.
Crafting a spell is always a full-round action, and includes the crafting and casting of the spell.
If the spell would normally require a casting time of a full round or more, the crafting takes place on
the first round, and the spell takes effect on the following round (or later, depending on the spell).
Crafting a spell invokes an attack of opportunity, just like casting a spell. Follow the standard rules for
disruption of spellcasting (Concentration check, etc) when crafting a spell.
Base DC of Spellcraft check: 20 + (spell level x 2)
Normal: Sorcerers and mystics can only cast spells that they know, based on their level.
These spells do not require a Spellcraft check, however.

Create Technological Device [Racial]
Original Author – James O’Rance.

This feat is required for a gnome character to create any device of gnomish mechanical genius, rather
than the equipment found in the Player's Handbook. Gnomes without this feat typically belong to one
of the purely practical or theoretical guilds, such as the Astronomical, Medical, and Philosophical
Guilds.
Prerequisites: Gnome, Intelligence 13.
Benefit: The character can design and build various technological devices. The powers of
such devices, as well as their cost and the DC of their construction, are arrived at by following the
Gnomish Invention guidelines. Once the device has been designed and the parts purchased, the
success or failure of the invention attempt is determined by a Craft skill check. The following Craft
skills are appropriate for gnomes with this feat:
Aerodynamics
Appliances
Architecture

Chemistry
Communications
Engineering

Hydraulics
Hydrodynamics
Kinetics

Thermodynamics
Transportation
Weapons

Normal: Characters with the Craft skill are able to create normal or masterwork items, but not
those that require technology greater than the medieval norm.

Crusader [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are a holy warrior of Kiri-Jolith.
Prerequisite: Smite evil class feature, Weapon Specialisation (longsword), Knowledge
(religion) 2 ranks, patron deity Kiri-Jolith.
Benefit: You may multi-class freely between your paladin and fighter classes.
Normal: Without this feat, characters who gain a level in any other class apart from paladin or
as clerics of their patron deity, may never again raise their paladin level.

Dark Dragonhunter [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
You have declared yourself an enemy of good dragons, swearing the vows of a Dark Dragonhunter.
Prerequisites: Egg-Bane, evil-aligned, Base Attack Bonus +6, Sneak Attack +1d6, must have
slain a good dragon for an evil cause.
Benefits: Once per day, as a free action, you can scry on a good dragon. Should you then
actually, physically meet the dragon that you have scryed upon within 1 day per character level, you
gain additional bonuses when battling that good dragon.
When you use you sneak attack on a good dragon, your sneak attack gains +6d6 points of
damage and the attack bypasses the dragon’s damage reduction.
If you make a death attack on a good dragon, you can make a death attack at any time that
you could make a sneak attack against good dragons.
Additionally, you gain a +2 insight bonus to all skill checks made when relating to evil
dragons.
Special: Creatures with the dragon type or dragonblood subtype may not take this feat,
neither can creatures who are immune to fear (such as kender). If you do not kill a dragon once a
month, you lose the benefits of this feat until you atone.

Descriptor Focus [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your spells are better when they concern a certain type of spell, such as teleportation or spells that
are inherently good.
Benefit: Select a spell descriptor (such as air, acid, chaos, cold, darkness, death, earth,
electricity, evil, fear, fire, force, good, lawful, light, language-dependant, mind-affecting, sonic or
water). All saving throw DC’s against spells that have a matching descriptor gain a +1 bonus.

Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The effects do not stack, each time it is
selected it applies to a different descriptor type. The affects of descriptor focus stack with other bonus
granted to spell saving throws, such as from the Spell Focus and Sub-school Focus feats.

Dimension Mage [Spell-Touched]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You studies into the nature of the universe allow you greater power when casting certain spells. This
power has come at a price though – you uncontrollably blink.
Prerequisites: Knowledge (arcana) 8 ranks, Knowledge (the planes) 8 ranks, ability to cast
arcane spells of 4th level.
Benefits: Any dimensional spell that you cast is now cast at +2 caster levels.
Special: As a result of tampering with the fabric of the multiverse you are the unfortunate
victim of the spells you cast. You blink randomly from the time you take this feat onward. You vanish
from sight and teleport 1d6x20 feet from where you were last standing in a random direction. You
won't reappear inside anything that can harm you. The direction teleported as well as the frequency of
your teleportation are determined by the DM.
Suggested Directions (on 1d10): 1 = down, 2 = north, 3 = northeast, 4 = east, 5 = southeast, 6
= south, 7 = southwest, 8 = west, 9 = northwest, 10 = up.
Special: A dimensional spell is one drawn from the conjuration (summoning) or conjuration
(calling) or conjuration (teleportation) school and sub-school.
Variation: For player’s or DM’s who wish to reduce the severity of the blinking effect, you
could use the following:
Special: As a result of tampering with the fabric of the multiverse you are the unfortunate
victim of the spells you cast. Anytime you are affected by a conjuration (teleportation) spell or you use
a conjuration (calling) or conjuration (summoning) spell, you blink randomly for 1d6 rounds x the
spell’s level. You vanish from sight and teleport 1d6x20 feet from where you were last standing in a
random direction. You won't reappear inside anything that can harm you. The direction teleported as
well as the frequency of your teleportation are determined by the DM.
Suggested Directions (on 1d10): 1 = down, 2 = north, 3 = northeast, 4 = east, 5 = southeast, 6
= south, 7 = southwest, 8 = west, 9 = northwest, 10 = up.

Displaced Nobility [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your family once held power in a region but was ousted or proven illegitimate.
Prerequisite: Human (Nordmaar, Solamnia [any], Throtl), Elf (Qualinesti, Silvanesti).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Knowledge (nobility and royalty) and Sense
Motive checks.
Special: Elves with this feat are generally considered dark elves. This feat is generally
available only to starting characters, or to those characters that were ousted from power during play.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Divine Agriculture [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the power of agriculture.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day detect poison, entangle, purify food or drink. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level +
Wisdom modifier.

Divine Fire [General]
Original Author – Henrad.

You possess a divine understanding of the power of fire.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day flare, light, produce flame. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level + Charisma modifier.

Divine Guardian [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess an understanding of the protection of the divine.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day guidance, resistance, shield of faith. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level + Charisma
modifier.

Divine Healing [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the power of healing.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day cure light wounds, cure minor wounds, virtue. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level +
Charisma modifier.

Divine Insight [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the nature of existence.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day detect chaos/law/good/evil (any one), detect magic, detect poison. Save DC’s = 10
+ spell level + Charisma modifier.

Divine Light [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the power of light.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as 1st
level caster: 1/day faerie fire, flare, light. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level + Wisdom modifier.

Domain Pact [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You exchange one or more of your domain spells for other spells which are not normally on your
domain spell list.
Prerequisite: Knowledge (arcana) 2 ranks, Knowledge (religion) 4 ranks, Spellcraft 2 ranks,
Domain spell list, able to cast divine spells.
Benefit: You can replace a domain spell which you have access to with another spell of an
equal to lower level. That spell is now treated as a domain spell for you.
Special: You gain this feat multiple times. Each time you select it, you may exchange a
different domain spell for a spell to be made into a domain spell.
Note: Spells exchanged by this feat should follow some general guidelines. The spell's level
of the domain spell must be equal to or lesser than the spells divine spellcasting class that normally
can cast the spell as a non-domain spell. In the event that the domain spell is not castable by any
divine spellcaster (such as detect secret doors which only those with access to the Knowledge
domain or those that are bards, sorcerers or wizards), the domain spell's level is treated as the spell's
level.
For example, if a cleric wished to exchange the harm spell from his Destruction domain, he
would have to find a 6th level divine spell, as harm is castable as a cleric spell as a 6th level spell.

Had a cleric wished to exchange the detect secret doors Knowledge domain spell, he would find a 1st
level divine spell.
The spell to be switched should follow in the same line as the domain it is to enter, below are
some rough guidelines:
•
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Air: Any spell that has the 'air' descriptor is acceptable or any spell that primarily deals with
speed, movement or flying creatures.
Alteration: Any spell from the transmutation school that affects other living creatures.
Animal: Any spell that targets animals (mundane or dire) or affects another creature's natural
weapons, natural armour or grants the creature animal-like abilities. Any spell that grants a
competence bonus skill (Knowledge (nature) or Survival) roll.
Channelling: Any spell from the transmutation school that affects the caster only.
Chaos: Any spell that has the 'chaos' descriptor or targets lawful creatures or deals specifically
with creatures that have the 'chaos' subtype.
Charm: Any spell from the enchantment school with the charm sub-school.
Commerce: Any spell that affects metals or gems or constructs. Any spell that grants a
competence bonus skill (Diplomacy & any Profession) roll.
Community: Any spell that affects 2 or more creatures simultaneously. Any spell that grants a
competence bonus skill (Diplomacy) roll.
Death: Any spell that has the 'death' descriptor or comes from the necromancy school and affects
a targets life force directly.
Destruction: Any spell that deals hit point damage to more than one creature with a single
casting.
Earth: Any spell that has the 'earth' descriptor or deals with creatures with that subtype or affect
stone, earth or metal or any effect that grants movement through earth or solid objects.
Evil: Any spell that has the 'evil' descriptor or deals with creatures with that subtype or affects
good aligned creatures.
Fire: Any spell that has the 'fire' descriptor or deals with creatures with that subtype or affect fire,
heat or magma.
Forge: Any spell with the 'creation' sub-school. Any spell that grants a competence bonus skill
(any Craft) roll.
Good: Any spell that has the 'good' descriptor or deals with creatures with that subtype or affects
evil aligned creatures.
Healing: Any spell that has the 'healing' sub-school. Any spell that grants a competence bonus
skill (Heal) roll. Or any spell that adds to the targets Constitution score.
Insight: Any spell from the divination school. Any spell that grants a competence bonus to skill
(any Wisdom-based skills) roll or ability (Wisdom) check or grants an insight bonus to anything.
Knowledge: Any spell from the divination school. Any spell that grants a competence bonus to
any skill (any Intelligence-based skills) roll or ability (Intelligence) check.
Law: Any spell that has the 'law' descriptor or deals with creatures with that subtype or affects
chaotic aligned creatures.
Liberation: Any spell that allows anyone to break free from a condition, effect or place.
Luck: Any spell that grants a luck bonus or a competence bonus to any attack roll, weapon
damage roll, skill roll or ability check.
Madness: Any spell which targets the mental capacity of a target, lowering its Intelligence,
Wisdom or Charisma.
Magic: Any divine or arcane spell. Arcane spells selected must be one level lower than that of the
divine equivalent. So a 3rd-level arcane spell is used as if it were a 4th-level divine spell. For
example, the detect secret doors spell, from above, would be classed as a 2nd-level divine spell if
a mystic wished to exchange it.
Meditation: Any spell that affects the mental abilities of creatures in a positive manner.
Mentalism: Any spell that affects the mental abilities of creatures in a positive manner.
Necromancy: Any spell from the necromancy school that targets corporeal undead creatures or
grants to creatures effects from undead creatures.
Nobility: Any spell that has the 'law' descriptor.
Passion: Any spell that has the 'chaos' descriptor.
Pestilence: Any spell that uses poisons or disease for its effects.
Planning: Any spell from the divination school.
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Plant: Any spell that targets or allows casters to summon or mimic plant creatures or abilities.
Protection: Any abjuration spell.
Restoration: Any spell that states 'this spell counters and dispels...'
Rune: Any spell that focuses on the written word.
Sensitivity: Any spell that targets or allows casters to summon or mimic incorporeal undead.
Spell: Any divine spell.
Storm: Any spell that has the 'air' or 'electricity' descriptor or controls winds, rain or weather.
Strength: Any spell that grants a competence bonus to any skill (any Strength-based skills) roll or
ability (Strength) check, or adds to the targets Strength score.
Sun: Any spell with the 'light' descriptor or that specifically targets and damages undead
creatures.
Travel: Any spell that grants or improves the creatures speed or modes of travel.
Treachery: Any spell that has the 'compulsion' sub-school.
Trickery: Any spell that is from the illusion school.
War: Any spell that enhances the targets weapons, creates weapons or armour, increases the
attack roll of the target.
Water: Any spell that has the 'aquatic' or 'water' descriptors or deals with creatures with that
subtype or affect cold, water or waterborne creatures.

Draconic Birthright [General]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You claim descent from a dragon, and it has granted you some of the qualities of the noble creatures.
Prerequisites: Charisma 13.
Benefit: This feat recognizes your draconic heritage. You gain a +2 bonus on saving throws
to resist the frightful presence of dragons, and Speak Language is always a class skill for you.
Special: This feat can only be taken at 1st level.

Draconic Wizardry [Monstrous]
Original Author – Seker.
Older dragons have always had the ability to call up power from their very nature to cast spells as
sorcerers of great power. Some draconic beings have learned to use this inner power to cast spells as
wizards. These "dragon wizards" use the power of their blood to fuel memorized spells.
Prerequisites: Dragon type, Intelligence 15, ability to cast arcane spells spontaneously.
Benefit: The dragon gains the ability to prepare spells as a wizard, using their spells per day
slots from their spontaneous arcane spellcasting class. The dragon follows the usual wizardly rules
when preparing spells. The dragon needs a spellbook to prepare the spells from, and the dragon's
Intelligence score is used to figure save DC’s and the dragon's maximum spell level. The dragon's
known spells are considered mastered (as with Spell Mastery) for the purposes of preparing, in case
the dragon chooses to prepare them with metamagic feats.
Normal: A dragon casts as a sorcerer and can only cast spells known.
Special: In Dragonlance, a dragon (or draconian, dragonspawn, etc...) with this feat is
considered to be using High Sorcery when it casts prepared spells, with all of the advantages and
disadvantages inherent therein. This could make the character eligible for the Wizard of High Sorcery
prestige class. The dragon would gain additional spells per day as it levelled but would not gain any
additional spells known. (Example: An aurak with this feat, 1 sorcerer level, and 2 Wizard of High
Sorcery class levels would cast spells as an 11th-level sorcerer/wizard but would only have the spells
known of a 9th-level sorcerer.)

Dragon Army Officer [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You are (or were) an officer in one of the Dragonarmies, and have some experience in command
situations and even dealing with dragons.

Prerequisite: Human (Estwilde [Qwermish], Khur, Lemish, Taman Busuk [Sanction]), Ogre
(Blöde, Kern).
Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +1
Benefits: You gain a +2 bonus to all Intimidate checks, and a +4 morale bonus to Will saves
to resist a dragon's Frightful Presence.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Egg-Bane [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
Your hatred of dragons has given you a skill at assassinating them.
Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +6, Egg-Despised, Sneak Attack +1d6, must have slain a
dragon out of rage or hatred.
Benefits: For each good dragon you have slain out of rage or hatred you gain a +1d6 profane
bonus to your sneak attacks. This bonus stacks with other bonuses to sneak attacks you may have.
When you use your sneak attack against a good dragon, you damage multiplier with the
weapon you are currently using against the good dragon, increases by +1. Thus, a dagger’s damage
multiplier of x2 would increase to x3. This does not stack with other forms of damage multiplying
effects.
Special: Creatures with the dragon type or dragonblood subtype may not take this feat,
neither can creatures who are immune to fear (such as kender). The benefits of this feat are lost if the
character does not kill a dragon within 1 year. If the character kills a dragon after that period, the
benefits resume as if he had only just gained the feat. Non-evil creatures take this feat (unless
approved by the DM and for a worthy cause).

Egg-Despised [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
Due to your negative encounter with dragons, you have decided to train in the art of evading them.
Dragons take great offence at this.
Prerequisites: Base Attack Bonus +4, must have had a negative encounter with a dragon.
Benefits: You gain a +4 bonus to any Bluff or Intimidate checks made against a dragon and a
+4 dodge bonus to armour class if attacked by a dragon.
Special: Creatures with the dragon type or dragonblood subtype may not take this feat,
neither can creatures who are immune to fear (such as kender). Good characters also cannot take
this feat unless the negative encounter was especially horrible (DM's discretion).

Elemental Resistance [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the power of the elements.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day endure elements, guidance, resistance. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level + Charisma
modifier.

Elemental Sorcerer [General]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You have an understanding of the primal magic inherent in the elements and its use in casting spells.
Prerequisite: Ability to cast 1st level arcane spells without preparation.
Benefit: Choose one of the following descriptors: acid, air, cold, darkness, earth, electricity,
fire, force, light, sonic, or water. Add +1 to the Difficulty Class for all saving throws against spells you
cast that possess this descriptor, including spells you cast using magic items such as wands, staffs or
scrolls.

Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its effects do not stack. Each time you take the
feat, it applies to a new spell descriptor.

Emphasise Chaos [Chaos]
Original Author – Krain Bloodwun.
Your control over the forces of Chaos Magic increases.
Prerequisites: Chaos Sense.
Benefit: A renegade can fortify his Chaos spells to a greater degree, increasing the spell’s
save DC by +2.
Special: This feat can be taken twice for a total benefit of +4 to the spell’s DC.

Empower Item of Distinction [Master]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
When you craft an item of distinction, you know the ways to impart minor enhancements to it without
using magic.
Prerequisite: Knack as a class feature, Item of Distinction knack, Craft 6 ranks, selected skill
with 5 ranks.
Benefit: You can use your Item of Distinction knack to craft items that impart the benefits of a
feat on to the wielder. Select a feat that requires no other feats as prerequisites to use that you know
and have (such as Endurance, Skill Focus (spot) or Power Attack). When creating an Item of
Distinction you can forego the standard benefits of the Item of Distinction knack (+1 to attack rolls for
weapons, +2 skill bonus, –1 armour check penalty for armour) to place that feat into the item.
The item allows the wielder of the item to use that feat as normal (as described in the feats
description), as he had that feat. This only functions while the wielder is holding and using the
empowered item. Empowered items cost an additional 100stl to create.
Normal: The Item of Distinction knack can not be used to grant the benefits of a feat.

Escaped Slave [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people engage in slave trading, a scourge from which you have escaped.
Prerequisite: Human (Lemish, Taman Busuk [Sanction]), Minotaur Isles, Ogre (Blöde, Kern)
Benefit: Choose one Profession skill to reflect the tasks you performed as a slave. You gain a
+2 competence bonus to all Hide checks, and to your chosen Profession skill checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Excelled Master [General]
Your ability is superb.
Prerequisite: Primary Focus class feature, one of the following knacks class features –
Applied Craftsman, Virtuoso, Scholarship, Jack-of-all-Trades.
Benefit: Choose any two skills that you have ranks in that are within your primary focus.
These two skills gain a +2 competence bonus. When you are using your knack (Applied Craftsman,
Virtuoso, Applied Scholarship or Jack-of-all-Trades) and using skill points from either of these two
skills, you gain a +2 competence bonus to the skill in which you are applying those skill points into.
Note: This feat is a consolidation of the Excelled Craftsman, Excelled Performer, Excelled
Scholar and the Excelled Tradesman feats.

Expend Spell-Like Ability [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have learned the techniques of channelling your spell-like abilities into your prepared spells.

Prerequisite: Irda, Reserves of Strength, Intelligence 16, Constitution 12, able to prepare and
cast spells.
Benefit: You can channel some of your racial spell-like abilities to create a boost to a
prepared spell as you cast it, allowing you to cast it at a higher level than normal.
You must declare that you are using this ability before casting the spell to be affected by it
and how many of your spell-like abilities are being channelled into the spell being cast (thus, a
successfully countered or disrupted spellcasting ruins the effect, wasting a use of your spell-like
abilities for the day). Any spell that you know and can cast can be affected by this feat. If you
successfully cast the spell, your effective caster level for the spell is increased by +1 per spell-like
ability channelled into it. All level dependant effect of the spell uses the heightened casting level (such
as range, duration and damage).
For example, a 1st level Irda wizard successfully casts magic missile and has allocated 5 of
his spell-like abilities to affect the spell. He casts the magic missile as if he were a 6th level wizard,
allowing him three missiles.
Your spell-like abilities must be available (that is, unused or have uses left per day) to use this
feat.

Experience Spell [Metamagic]
Original Author – Henrad.
You can cast spells without losing experience.
Prerequisite: Silence Spell, Still Spell, spellcasting key ability 19.
Benefit: You can apply this feat to a spell that requires an experience component. You can
then cast the spell without losing experience. Casting an Experienced Spell requires a spell slot three
levels higher.

Extra Dirty Strike [Epic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You deal more damage with your dirty strike ability.
Prerequisite: Dirty Strike +5d4.
Benefit: Your dirty strike ability deals an extra +1d4 points of damage.
Special: You can gain the Extra Dirty Strike feat multiple times, the effect stacks.

Extra Healing [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The character can heal a little more than others.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Mishakal, must not have any combat feat (see
Special).
Benefits: With this feat the cleric heals 1 extra point of damage per dice with any cure spells
or ability (such as Lay on Hands). It also enjoys a +2 competence bonus on Heal checks.
Special: This feat can only be taken if the character does not posses any of these feats:
Blind-Fight, Combat Reflexes, Spring Attack, Exotic Weapon Proficiency, Combat Expertise and all its
related feats; Improved Critical, Improved Unarmed Strike and all its related feats, Mounted Combat
and all its related feats, Point Blank Shot and all its related feats, Power Attack and all its related
feats, Two-Weapon Fighting, Improved Two-Weapon Fighting, Weapon Finesse, Weapon Focus. The
character also loses the benefits of this feat if the cleric ever takes any of these feats.

Extra Shapes [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You can use your change shape ability more often the other Irdas.
Prerequisite: Irda, Constitution 13.
Benefit: You can use your racial ability to change shape an additional time per day.
Normal: Irda can use their racial ability to change shape three times per day.

Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The effects stack. Each time you gain this feat,
you gain an additional use of your racial ability to change shape.

Extraordinary Craftsmanship [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You gain a bonus to certain Craft skills.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Reorx, Skill Focus (Craft [weaponsmithing or
armorsmithing]).
Benefits: All the DC’s for creating items in the Craft (weaponsmithing or armorsmithing)
categories are halved, including the creation of masterwork items. The time to create the item remains
unchanged, as well as the cost of any materials needed.

Favour of the Fisher King [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Due to your prayers and donations to the Fisher King, Habbakuk, you gain a bonus when fighting in
his name.
Prerequisite: Seamanship +2, Habbakuk as a patron deity, non-evil alignment.
Benefit: Once per day you are able to call upon the good will of your patron, Habbakuk, to
smite a servant or follower of his ancient foe, Zeboim. You must declare that you are using this smite
before rolling any dice. You make a normal attack roll, adding your Wisdom modifier (if any) plus your
Seamanship bonus to this attack roll. If you strike the opponent, you deal an extra 1 point of damage
per mariner level you possess.
Failure to strike the opponent or if the opponent is not a servant or follower of Zeboim wastes
the attempt. This smite attack can be used in conjunction with your dirty strike ability. The smite attack
confers the 'good' descriptor to the weapon used in the attack for the purposes of the smite attack
overcoming damage reduction.
Servants and followers of your patron's enemy are defined as having that god as their patron.

Favour of the Maelstrom [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You are currently in favour with the tempestuous Sea Queen, Zeboim, enabling you to strike her foes
for more impact.
Prerequisites: Dirty Strike as a class feature, Seamanship +1, Balance 4 ranks, Zeboim as a
patron deity, non-good alignment.
Benefit: You can, as a swift action, make a dirty strike attack on an adjacent opponent. You
make a normal attack roll with your dirty strike against the opponent's flat-footed armour class. This
attack does not count against your normal number of attacks you can make per round.
If you succeed in the attack, you deal the normal damage for your dirty strike plus 1 point per
2 mariner levels you possess plus your Seamanship competence bonus. If you fail, you are
considered flat-footed and provoke attacks of opportunity from the intended opponent. This dirty strike
attack gains the 'evil' descriptor to the weapon used for the purposes of overcoming damage
reduction.

Favoured of the Beast Lord [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
A Beast Lord has smiled on your efforts to protect their domain and has granted you a lingering effect.
Prerequisite: Must have been endowed by a Beast Lord with a short term form of
lycanthropy*.
Benefit: You keep limited access to the lycanthrope template that you were endowed with by
the Beast Lord. Once per day per Hit Die, you can shift your form from your original base form into
either the hybrid form or the animal form (or the human form if originally an animal). This ability
functions like the polymorph spell, except as noted here. The effects last for 1 hour or until you

change back into your original form. Changing form (from animal to hybrid or human form) is a
standard action. This is a supernatural effect.
*See Bast, the Beast Lord of Cats for more information on Lycanthropy and Krynn.

Favoured Shape [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have an affinity with one particular form.
Prerequisite: Irda, Change Shape ability.
Benefit: Select one particular humanoid form. You can now change into that form as if it were
your original form. While in that form, you lose your type and subtype and gain the type and subtypes
of the imitated humanoid. You lose no other aspects of your true type and subtype and gain no extra
benefits of the type and subtype.
Normal: You keep your type and subtype, regardless to what humanoid you change shape
into. Changing into or out of a form which is not your original form is considered a use of your change
shape ability.

Fiery Knowledge [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The cleric knows everything about any given fire (magical or mundane) as well as having a small
resistance to them.
Prerequisite: Divine spells granted by Sirrion.
Benefits: After examining a fire, or the remnants of one, the cleric knows whether the fire
is/was natural or magical and what was used to create it (tinderbox, fireball, etc.) as well as the race
(but not a specific person) of the one who caused the fire; if caused by multiple persons, a mob
burning down a house for instance, the character can perceive it was caused by more than one
person but nothing else. Ongoing spells tied to the fire, such as fire charm, are known and identified,
but not dispelled in any way so they can affect the cleric. Examining a fire is a standard action. This
feat also conveys a +2 resistance bonus on saving throws against spells with the Fire descriptor
regardless if they were examined or not.

Focused Attack [Fighter, General]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You may focus your attacks when unarmed to deal greater effect.
Prerequisites: Wisdom 15, Improved Unarmed Strike, Stunning Fist, Concentration 5 ranks.
Benefit: Add your Wisdom modifier to your unarmed attack rolls and add half your Wisdom
modifier to the DC for your Stunning Fist attack.
Special: Fighters may choose this as a bonus feat.

Font of Good or Evil [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a sacred/profane understanding of the utility of water.
Prerequisite: Any good (Font of Good) or any evil (Font of Evil).
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day bless/curse water, create water, purify food or drink. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level +
Charisma modifier.

Frightening Presence [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You evoke even stronger feelings in your opponents.
Prerequisites: 6th-level divine spells granted by Takhisis, Intimidating Presence.

Benefits: All the spells you cast (or activate from a magic item etc.) with the ‘fear’ descriptor
have more incisive effects. If an effect allows a save to negate any fear effects the target becomes
shaken even if the save is successful. If an effect would make the target shaken, the target becomes
frightened instead. If the effect usually makes the target frightened, the victim becomes panicked
instead. If the effect would make the target panicked, the target becomes panicked for twice as long.

Fury of Kith-Kanan [Racial]
Original Author – Damien.
You may call upon the power of one of Elvendom's greatest warriors: Kith-Kanan.
Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +10, Weapon Specialization (any), Silvanesti or Qualinesti
Elf.
Benefit: When wielding a weapon with which you enjoy Weapon Specialization and taking
the Full Attack action, you may make 2 additional attacks at your highest Base Attack Bonus. All
attacks you make that round (including attacks of opportunity) suffer a –1 penalty. You may use this
ability once per day per point of Wisdom modifier.
DM's Option: If preferred, this feat's uses per day can be generated in a number of ways. My
preferred method is to base the uses per day on half of the character's ranks in Knowledge (Elven
History). Using the Wisdom modifier is simply the default.

Gift of the Moons [General]
Original Author – Chronocrosselite.
The passage of the three moons of Krynn affects your magic.
Prerequisite: Ability to cast 2nd-level spells or higher.
Benefit: You gain the benefit of moon magic (see Wizards of High Sorcery pg. 24) but you
gain benefits and penalties from all moons depending on which is moon is in High Sanction and which
is in Low Sanction. They apply to the specific schools of magic associated with each moon.

Gladiator [Fighter, Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people train gladiators to fight in the arena for others' entertainment. Most are flashy, outlandish
showmen skilled in pleasing the crowd.
Prerequisite: Human (Lemish, Northern & Southern Ergoth [any], Taman Busuk [Neraka,
Sanction]), Minotaur (Minotaur Isles), Ogre (Blöde).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to Perform (arena fighting) checks, and Exotic
Weapon Proficiency in one weapon that is used in the arena.
Special: A fighter may select Gladiator as one of his bonus fighter feats.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Golem Smite [Metamagic]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
Your spells have greater effect on constructs than normal.
Prerequisites: Knowledge (arcana) 10 ranks, Spellcraft 10 ranks, Craft Construct.
Benefits: Your extensive study of golems has enabled you to strike them with your spells.
The spells you cast take an effective –2 caster level penalty (because of the strong resistance golems
have to magic). Spells modified by this feat take up a spell slot 4 levels higher than normal.
Normal: Golems are normally immune to most spells.

Greater Coordination [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.

You can coordinate more allies than normal.
Prerequisite: Knack as a class feature, Coordinate knack, Diplomacy 5 ranks.
Benefit: When you use your Coordinate knack, you can affect +3 more allies than you
normally would be able to.
Normal: You can normally only coordinate a number of allies equal to 1/2 for master level,
rounded down.
Special: You can gain the Greater Coordination feat multiple times as the effects stack.

Greater Eschew Materials [Metamagic]
Original Author – Henrad.
You can cast spells without more expensive material components.
Prerequisite: Eschew Materials, spellcasting key ability 14.
Benefit: You can ignore material components up to or less than 50stl. when casting a spell
with a material component. If the material component is greater than 50stl, you must still have it in
order to cast the spell. In all other ways this feat mimics Eschew Materials.

Greater Moon Magic [General]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You gain the benefits of your moon's influences when it is in High Sanction.
Prerequisites: High Sorcery, Intelligence 15, arcane spellcaster level 6th.
Benefit: When the moon associated with your alignment is in High Sanction, your spells are
at +1 effective caster level, and you may prepare spells per day as if your level was one higher. In
addition, the saving throw DC for your spells is increased by +1.
Normal: Without this feat, wizards whose moon is in High Sanction gain only the benefits of a
Waxing moon (prepare spells as if their level was one higher).
The Moons of Magic:
The three moons of magic, Solinari, Lunitari and Nuitari, have a powerful influence over the
use of High Sorcery. All wizards, even those who are renegades, eventually feel the ebb and flow of
the cycles of the moons. At lower levels, their influence is barely felt, but as greater magic is used the
effects of the moons becomes much more important.
Each day, a given moon may be in Low Sanction (new moon and the days around that time),
High Sanction (full moon, and the days around that time), waxing (moving from Low to High Sanction)
or waning (moving from High to Low Sanction). The moons have very different lunar cycles - Nuitari
passes through a cycle in 8 days (2 days per phase), Lunitari in 28 days (7 days per phase), and
Solinari in 36 days (9 days per phase). Thus, Evil wizards find that their power fluctuates more often
than Good wizards, with Neutral in between.
Each wizard is attuned to the moon that reflects their alignment: Solinari for Good wizards,
Lunitari for Neutral wizards, and Nuitari for Evil wizards. As soon as a wizard is capable of casting
spells of 2nd level or greater (typically 3rd level of wizard), the current lunar phase will begin its
influence. This influence takes the form of a modifier to the wizard's effective caster level for the
purposes of spell effects and spells per day, as well as a modifier to the save DC of the wizard's
spells, as shown below:
Low Sanction: -1 caster level (spell effects), –1 spell save DC
Waxing: +1 caster level (spells per day)
High Sanction: See Greater Moon Magic feat, above.
Waning: No effect.
When the moons are in alignment together, the effect on High Sorcery increases. If Solinari
and Lunitari are in alignment, or Lunitari and Nuitari are in alignment, all wizards who gain their power
from one of the aligned moons cast their spells at +1 caster level for both spells prepared per day and
spell effects, and +1 to spell save DC’s. If Solinari and Nuitari are in alignment, only the spell save DC
is increased. If all three are in alignment, all wizards gain +1 caster level for spell effects, +2 caster
level for spells prepared per day, and +2 to spell save DC’s. All of these alignment bonuses stack with
the usual bonus or penalty for the phase of the wizard's moon.

Greater Primary Focus [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your understanding of your focus is far better than other masters.
Prerequisite: Primary Focus as a class feature.
Benefit: You gain an additional +2 competence bonus to you chosen primary focus.

Gypsy Dancer [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You practice an exotic and mysterious style of dancing, unique to the nomads of Khur, that allows you
to increase your body's flexibility.
Prerequisite: Dexterity 13, Human (Khur).
Benefits: You gain a +2 bonus to all Perform (dance) checks, and a +1 bonus to Reflex
saves.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Handler [Racial, Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people have little concern for ideas of ownership and personal property.
Prerequisite: Kender (Northern Ergoth [Hylo].
Benefit: You gain a +2 luck bonus to all Bluff and Sleight of Hands checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Hands of Opportunity [Racial]
Original Author – Tavin Springfingers.
Kender are faster with their hands than most elves are with their wit. Kender can develop handling
sills so swift that they can easily dip into someone's possessions, even during heated battle.
Prerequisite: Kender, Dexterity 15, Character Level 8th.
Benefits: During a battle, if the kender has one or both hands free he may handle an item
from an opponent after a successful attack. If the attack succeeds, the kender may then make a pick
pocket attempt as a free action. If the kender is attempting to pick pocket a specific item (i.e. the gate
key from the guards they are fighting), he accrues a –2 penalty to his check.

Hasten Creation [Racial]
Original Author – Gnomelord.
Gnomes have the amazing ability to talk unbelievably fast; you can build things as quick as you can
say them.
Prerequisite: Gnome, Intelligence 15.
Benefits and Penalties: You can make things over the course of a full turn (10 rounds) per
cubic foot of it. This is subject to explode, fail, falls apart, etc. 60% of the time.
Normal: It would normally take several days to build a device, and even longer to finish your
revisions, and tinkering etc. with this it can be done in considerably less time.

Heroic Dragonsbane [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
You have declared yourself an enemy of evil dragons, swearing the vows of a Dragonsbane.

Prerequisites: Egg-Bane, good-aligned, Base Attack Bonus +6, must have slain an evil
dragon for a good cause.
Benefits: You gain a special form of bardic knowledge relating to evil dragons.
You can attempt a final death attack once per day against a creature with the dragon type. If
your attack deals critical damage, the dragon must make a Fortitude save (DC 10 + your character
level) or ignite into flames, dealing 10 points of sacred energy damage per character level each round
to the dragon for 1 round per 3 character levels. A dragon that is reduced to 0 hit points
spontaneously turns into fine ash.
Dragons instinctively respect you, granting you a +2 insight bonus when dealing with any
good dragons.
Special: Creatures with the dragon type or dragonblood subtype may not take this feat,
neither can creatures who are immune to fear (such as kender). If you forsake the vows of the
Dragonsbane, you lose this feat forever. Also, if you are given the opportunity to slay an evil dragon
and you do not, you lose this feat until you atone.

High Sorcery [General]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You have passed the Test and been initiated into one of the three Orders of Magic as a Wizard of
High Sorcery.
Prerequisites: Ability to prepare 2nd-level arcane spells. Must have passed (and survived)
the Test of High Sorcery.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on Knowledge (arcane) and Spellcraft checks. You may also
decide to specialize in one of the schools of magic accepted by your Order, as below:
• White Robes: Abjuration, Conjuration, Divination, Enchantment, Evocation.
• Red Robes: Conjuration, Divination, Evocation, Illusion, Transmutation.
• Black Robes: Conjuration, Enchantment, Evocation, Necromancy, Transmutation.
This choice must be made when you acquire this feat. If you do specialize, you must take two
of the three schools of magic that are not listed in your Order's group of accepted schools as your
opposed schools. A Black Robe Wizard who chooses Enchantment as his specialty might therefore
have Illusion and Abjuration as his opposed schools, and would no longer be able to prepare or cast
spells from those schools.
Normal: No wizard may begin as a specialist wizard at 1st level on Krynn. All wizards are
generalists until they acquire this feat, and make the choice to take a specialty. This represents the
fact that dabblers and practitioners of low-level magic are not as focused or bound by strictures as the
Wizards of High Sorcery. Renegades and other non-traditional wizards may claim to be specialists,
but have probably simply chosen spells from certain schools and invested in the Spell Focus feat.
Special: Wizards who acquire this feat and later change Orders (and corresponding
alignment) lose all benefits of specialization in their chosen school of magic. They may not acquire a
new specialization, although they will no longer be prohibited from preparing and cast spells from
schools that are now accepted by their new Order. For example, a Black Robe Wizard enchantment
specialist who changes Orders and becomes a Red Robe Wizard would gain access to the Illusion
and Divination schools, but not Abjuration. Wizards with this feat who did not decide to specialize in
an accepted School suffer no other penalties from changing Orders. A character who leaves the
Orders and becomes a renegade not only loses all benefits of specialization, but will become a pariah
among the arcane community and hunted down by the Conclave to face trial. The skill bonuses
provided by this feat are not lost in any event.
Notes: This feat can be acquired at 3rd level by any wizard and takes up their 3rd level feat
slot. The feat may also be taken as the wizard's 5th level bonus feat. In either case, the DM should
stage the character's Test to occur shortly before or as part of their level advancement. It may be
appropriate for wizards who have achieved their 3rd or 5th level to seek out the Tower of Sorcery with
the aid of their mentor or companions in order to complete their advancement (and thus gain the other
benefits of that level, such as bonus spells and skill points).
This feat is not required for a character to be a Wizard of High Sorcery. Passing the Test and
being accepted by one of the Orders is a role-played event and should not be limited by lack of feat
access. However, no specialization will be possible, and the character will not have the benefits of the
feat's skill bonuses. As this feat is also a pre-requisite for the Greater Moon Magic feat (which allows

special bonuses for High Sanction and Night of the Eye lunar events) the benefits of that feat will not
be available to regular wizards, and neither will the Wizard of High Sorcery prestige class.

Highlord Ascendancy [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
You have ascended to the coveted dark throne of Dragon Highlord.
Prerequisites: The Dark Lady's Gift, Leadership, 16th level, must have an evil dragon cohort,
must have slain at least eight good dragons on dragonback for an evil cause, and must have gained
the trust of at least one evil race.
Benefits: You gain a +10 profane bonus to Bluff and Intimidate against evil beings and a +12
profane bonus to these skills against non-evil beings.
Once per character level per month, you may summon your trusted race to perform a task for
you. All members of that race have an attitude of helpful towards you and your dragon cohort.
While mounted on your dragon cohort, you gain a +6 profane bonus on all attack rolls,
damage rolls and you Armour Class. You do not need to make Ride skill checks to attack from the
back of your dragon cohort except in extraordinary situations.
Additionally, if your chosen race sees you killing an enemy dragon, 5d20 of them go into a
frenzy and immediately gain the fanatic attitude towards you. This lasts for a number of days equal to
your level.
Special: This feat is only available if your campaign is in the War of the Lance era.

Historical Librarian [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your training and hours spent inside libraries gives you insight into lost and forgotten information.
Prerequisite: Knack as a class feature, Lore knack.
Benefit: You gain a +2 to all lore checks. Once per day, you can use you lore knack to
identify an item, just as if you were a wizard of a level equal to your master level. This is a spell-like
ability.

Holy Attack [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The character finds it easier to strike and injure evil creatures.
Prerequisites: 2nd-level divine spells granted by Kiri-Jolith, Base Attack Bonus +2, any one
feat of the Fighter bonus list.
Benefits: The cleric gains a +1 morale bonus to both attack and damage against beings of
evil alignment.
Special: This feat can only be taken once and this bonus does not allow the character to
overcome an opponent's Damage Reduction, if any.

Horned Fighter [Racial]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are adept at using your horns in combat.
Prerequisite: Minotaur, gore attack.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to attack rolls when using your gore attack in melee combat.

Huma’s Gift [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
You have been blessed by Huma's spirit to carry on his legacy of dragon slaying.
Prerequisites: Slayer from Dragonback, Leadership, Knight of Solamnia prestige class, Base
Attack Bonus +15, must have slain five evil dragons for a good cause on dragonback.

Benefits: Regardless to what original enchantments wear on a weapon in your hands, if you
have successfully used that weapon to slay a dragon, it gains becomes a +4 holy dragonbane
weapon. This effect only functions while the weapon is in your hands and for 1 round thereafter.
The weapon deals an extra 4d6 points of damage against any evil-aligned creature with the
dragon type.
Once per month you can use any power word against a creature with the dragon type (treat
you character level as if you were a wizard to determine which power words you have access to, you
need not have an Intelligence 10 + the spell’s level to use this effect). Spell resistance applies
normally.
Special: Dragon Riders or Knight of the Crown with five or more class levels, may gain this
feat with a Base Attack Bonus of only +12. If the character meets both of these criteria, he may gain
this feat with a base attack bonus of only +10.

Hunter’s Spirit [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the spirit of the hunt.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day detect animal or plant, guidance, know direction. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level +
Charisma modifier.

Hybrid Magic [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are able to cast arcane spells as divine spells and vice versa.
Prerequisite: Must be able to cast both arcane and divine spells without preparation.
Benefit: You are able to cast one of your arcane spellcasting classes spells known as a
divine spell using your divine spellcasting classes spell slot. The inverse also applies, to where you
can cast one of your divine spellcasting classes spells known as an arcane spell using your arcane
spellcasting classes spell slot.

Improved Bluster [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your skill at blustering a target is greater than normal.
Prerequisite: Knack as a class feature, Bluster knack.
Benefit: You gain a +2 circumstance bonus to your Bluff skill check made to bluster a target
creature. If the creature fails the Sense Motive skill check against your bluster by 5 or more, they
suffer an additional –1 penalty to their attack rolls, saving throws, skill checks and ability checks.

Improved Dirty Strike [Epic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your ability to inflict damage using your dirty strike ability is more dangerous than normal when using
a ranged weapon.
Prerequisites: Dirty Strike +5d4.
Benefit: All damage dealt by your dirty strike ability improves to d6's.
Normal: The damage dealt by a dirty strike is normally d4's.
Training for the Improved Dirty Strike Feat: Trials of the Bloodsea. To qualify for the
improved dirty strike feat the mariner supplicant must fight his way through a horde of warriors at his
patron’s temple. If he succeeds in exiting the temple and scores at least one critical using his dirty
strike in doing so, his patron confers their blessings on him.

Improved Elvensight [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You eyes are keener than others of your race.
Prerequisite: Elvensight.
Benefit: Your elvensight is greater than normal, allowing you to see four times as far as a
human in starlight, moonlight or similar conditions or poor illumination and your darkvision now
extends out to a range of 60ft.

Improved Holy Attack [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The cleric strikes even harder at evil beings.
Prerequisites: 4th-level divine spells granted by Kiri-Jolith, Base Attack Bonus +5, any two
feats of the Fighter bonus list, Holy Attack.
Benefits: The cleric gains a +2 morale bonus to attack and damage to beings of evil
alignment. The bonuses of this feat replace, do not stack with, the bonuses from Holy Attack.
Special: This feat can only be taken once and this bonus does not allow the character to
overcome an opponent's Damage Reduction, if any.

Improved Horns [Racial]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You can use your horns to greater effect.
Prerequisite: Minotaur, Strength 17, Gore attack, Weapon Focus (gore), base attack +1.
Benefit: You can use your horns to make gore attacks, dealing 1d6 points of damage plus 11/2 times your Strength modifier, and 2d6 plus double your Strength modifier when used as part of a
charge action. If you use your gore as a secondary attack, you gain your Strength modifier on the
damage rolls.
Normal: The minotaur’s gore attack deals 1d6 points of damage plus his Strength modifier on
a normal gore attack, 2d6 plus 1-1/2 his Strength modifier when used in a charge action, and 1d6 plus
1/2 his Strength modifier when used as a secondary attack.

Improved Mind Shield [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The follower of Majere is able to extend its mind protection over larger periods of time.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Majere or a monk with Majere as his patron deity,
Base Willpower save bonus +9, Mind Shield.
Benefits: By extending his trance to one hour, the character can benefit from the immunity to
any mind-affecting spells and spell-like abilities for a period of 12 hours. Unlike Mind Shield, however,
the character can only use this power once per day. As always any interruption during the trance
negates the benefit.

Improved Order Secret [Wizard]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have greater understanding of the forces of magic and in the teachings of your Order.
Prerequisite: Wizard of High Sorcery 10th level, Knowledge (arcana) 18 ranks, Spellcraft 18
ranks.
Benefit: You can transform more of a spell with your Order’s secret (Magic or Darkness,
Magic or Radiance or Pure Magic). You can improve the radiant, negative or pure energy damage
dealt by your Order’s secret. Your Order’s Secret now deals three-quarter negative, radiant or pure
energy damage and one-quarter normal damage.

Normal: Magic of Radiance, Magic of Darkness and Pure Magic deal one-half radiant,
negative or pure energy damage and one-half normal spell damage.

Improved Vivid Recollection [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You have an incredible mnemonic capability and are able to remember near everything with small or
no effort at all.
Prerequisites: 4th-level divine spells granted by Gilean, Intelligence 19, Vivid Recollection
(relevant knowledge skill).
Benefits: Your already amazing talent becomes even more inconceivable; you automatically
remember any detail that you have experienced, heard or read about thus you don't need to roll the
check for your favoured Knowledge area of expertise. If there's any doubt of whether the character
has been exposed to a certain fact, the character still needs to roll the Knowledge check but she
enjoys a +10 competence bonus to the Knowledge check.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its effects do not stack. Each time you take the
feat, it applies to a new Knowledge skill that you have Vivid Recollection on.

Improvisation [Racial]
Original Author – Gnomelord.
You have a knack for substituting things for others when making a device.
Prerequisite: Gnome, Intelligence 13.
Benefit: You can create a tinkered item at 1/4th the sale price as opposed to the normal 1/2.

Initiate of Air [Initiate]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have immersed yourself in understanding the ways of wind.
Prerequisite: Mystic 3rd level, access to the Air domain.
Benefit: You gain the Weapon Group (bows) feat (see Unearthed Arcana).
Additionally, you gain a +2 bonus to all Diplomacy skill checks made with creatures that have
the air subtype
In addition, you can add the following spells to your spells known list.
1st – feather fall.
2nd – elemental dart (DLCS), falling feathers (WotL)
3rd – fly

Initiate of Earth [Initiate]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have delved into the mysteries of the earth, stone and metal.
Prerequisite: Mystic 3rd level, access to the Earth domain.
Benefit: You gain the Weapon Group (Maces) feat (see Unearthed Arcana), or the Heavy
Armour Proficiency.
Additional, you gain a +2 bonus to all Diplomacy skill checks made with creatures that have
the earth subtype.
In addition, you can add the following spells to your spells known list.
2nd – elemental dart (DLCS)
3rd – earthen shield (DLCS)
4th – reshape metal (AoM)
6th – hardening (DLCS)

Initiate of Habbakuk [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.

You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Habbakuk.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level spells; patron deity Habbakuk.
Benefits: Cast water breathing once per day as a druid of your cleric level.
You gain a +4 competence bonus on all Swim checks.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
2nd-Level: Cloudburst (Complete Divine)
3rd-Level: Embrace the Wild
6th-Level: Tortoise Shell (Complete Divine)

Initiate of Hiddukel [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Hiddukel.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells; patron deity Hiddukel.
Benefits: 1/day roll 2d6 and add this to your next roll.
Add Bluff and Disguise as class skills.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
1st-Level: Cheat (Spell Compendium)
4th-Level: Glibness
6th-Level: Zealot Pact (Spell Compendium)

Initiate of Mishakal [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Mishakal.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells; patron deity Mishakal.
Benefits: You gain the paladin's lay on hands ability.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
3rd-Level: Protection from Arrows
5th-Level: Rejuvenation Cocoon (Complete Divine)
6th-Level: Refusal (Complete Arcane)

Initiate of Paladine [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Paladine.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level spells; patron deity Paladine.
Benefits: Once per day you can use a greater turning. This functions as the granted power of
the Sun domain. If you have the Sun domain, you gain an additional use of this ability.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
3rd-Level: Find the Gap (Draconomicon)
5th-Level: Dragon Breath (Draconomicon)
6th-Level: Flight of the Dragon (Draconomicon)

Initiate of Reorx [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Reorx.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells; patron deity Reorx.
Benefits: Cast conjuration (creation) spells at +1 caster level. Gain a +4 competence bonus
on any one Craft skill.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
3rd-Level: Repair Moderate Damage (Spell Compendium)
5th-Level: Repair Critical Damage (Spell Compendium)
6th-Level: Fantastic Machine (Spell Compendium)

9th-Level: Fantastic Machine, Greater (Spell Compendium)

Initiate of Takhisis [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Takhisis.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level spells; patron deity Takhisis.
Benefits: Once per day you can cast dominate person using your cleric level as the caster
level.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
2nd-Level: Entice Gift (Draconomicon)
4th-Level: Voice of the Dragon (Draconomicon)
6th-Level: Draconic Might (Draconomicon)

Initiate of Zeboim [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Zeboim.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells; patron deity Zeboim.
Benefits: You gain a Swim speed equal to your land speed. You also gain a +4 competence
bonus on all Swim checks.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
3rd-Level: Standing Wave (Complete Divine)
5th-Level: Binding Winds (Complete Divine)
6th-Level: Tidal Surge (Complete Divine)
7th-Level: Storm Tower (Complete Divine)

Initiate of Zivilyn [Initiate]
Original Author – KenderBryant.
You have been indoctrinated into the mysteries of the church of Zivilyn.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level divine spells; patron deity Zivilyn.
Benefits: Gain a +2 insight bonus on Initiative checks. Cast all divination spells at +1 caster
level.
In addition, you may add the following spells to one of your divine spell lists.
4th-Level: Anticipate Teleportation (Spell Compendium)
7th-Level: Anticipate Teleportation, Greater (Spell Compendium)
9th-Level: Moment of Prescience (Spell Compendium)

Initiate of the Heavens [Initiate]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Even though you draw and cast magic without the need for a patron deity, the teachings of one deity
have intrigued you to learn more of their ways.
Prerequisite: Mystic 3rd level, character alignment must be within one step of the selected
deity.
Benefit: Select a deity that has an alignment within one-step of yours. You can select a
domain spell from any domain that that deity grants to their clerics for each spell level that you know
and can cast from, you gain those spells as bonus known spells to your mystic known spells list. You
can only gain one spell from each level, but all spells selected need not be from the same domain.
Special: You can select this feat multiple times. The effects do not stack. Each time it is
gained, the effects apply to a different deity whose alignment is within one-step of yours.

Initiate to the Might Hand [Initiate]
Original Author – Clive Squire.

You have taken an intense interest in the teaching of Solinari and through your research have
uncovered some of his secrets.
Prerequisite: Sorcerer 3rd level, chaotic good, neutral good or lawful good, Knowledge
(religion) 4 ranks.
Benefit: You gain access to one of the following domains spell lists – Magic, Knowledge or
Protection. You add the spells granted by chosen domain to your spells known list. You treat these
spells as arcane spells of a spell level equal to the domain level that granted you the spell. You do not
gain the granted power of the selected domain.
Special: Solinari frowns upon any mortals worshiping him, as such you suffer a –4 penalty
with all Diplomacy skill checks made with Wizards of High Sorcery, –8 with wizards from the White
Robes.

Initiate to the Veiled Maiden [Initiate]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have taken an intense interest in the teaching of Lunitari and through your research have
uncovered some of her secrets.
Prerequisite: Sorcerer 3rd level, chaotic neutral, neutral or lawful neutral, Knowledge
(religion) 4 ranks.
Benefit: You gain access to one of the following domains spell lists – Magic, Trickery or
Liberation. You add the spells granted by chosen domain to your spells known list. You treat these
spells as arcane spells of a spell level equal to the domain level that granted you the spell. You do not
gain the granted power of the selected domain.
Special: Lunitari frowns upon any mortals worshiping her, as such you suffer a –4 penalty
with all Diplomacy skill checks made with Wizards of High Sorcery, –8 with wizards from the Red
Robes.

Initiate to the Ungod [Initiate]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have taken an intense interest in the teaching of Nuitari and through your research have
uncovered some of his secrets.
Prerequisite: Sorcerer 3rd level, chaotic evil, neutral evil or lawful evil, Knowledge (religion) 4
ranks.
Benefit: You gain access to one of the following domains spell lists – Magic, Necromancy or
Charm. You add the spells granted by chosen domain to your spells known list. You treat these spells
as arcane spells of a spell level equal to the domain level that granted you the spell. You do not gain
the granted power of the selected domain.
Special: Nuitari frowns upon any mortals worshiping him, as such you suffer a –4 penalty with
all Diplomacy skill checks made with Wizards of High Sorcery, –8 with wizards from the Black Robes.

Insight [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
Your wisdom lets you gain an insight on what your opponent may do next.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Zivilyn or a monk with Zivilyn as he’s patron deity,
Wisdom 19, Improved Initiative.
Benefits: You gain a +1 insight bonus to all attacks, saves and checks, provided you spend a
full-round action analysing your opponent. This bonus applies only to that opponent and lasts until the
end of the encounter, but you can analyse as many opponents as you wish in the following rounds.
Special: If you face the same opponent in more than one encounter previous uses of this feat
against that opponent are no longer valid and you must re-analyse your foe to claim the bonus.

Internal Focus [Metamagic]
Original Author – Henrad.

You can cast spells without a focus item.
Prerequisite: Eschew Materials, Greater Eschew Materials, spellcasting key ability 17.
Benefit: You can apply this feat to a spell that requires a focus or divine focus component.
You can then cast the spell without having the required focus or divine focus. Casting an Internally
Focused spell requires a spell slot one level higher.

Intimidating Presence [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
Your countenance is naturally nerve-racking.
Prerequisite: Divine spellcasting level 3rd, patron deity Takhisis.
Benefits: You receive a +2 competence bonus on all Intimidate checks and all the spells you
cast (or activate from a magic item etc.) with the ‘fear’ descriptor are harder to resist as their DC is
improved by +4.

Innumerable Treasures [Racial]
Original Author – Tavin Springfingers.
While all kender carry with them numerous pieces of junk, only a few can remember exactly where
they keep them.
Prerequisites: Kender, Character Level 7th, Intelligence 15.
Benefits: A kender with this feat can dig any one item from his pouch as a Free Action once
per round.
Normal: Because of the inordinate amount of junk always on a kenders person, it would
normally take a full action for a kender to dig out a specific item. Please do note, however, that this
only pertains to the various odds and ends that a kender has picked up over his travels and not to his
"main gear" (i.e. A kender will more than likely need this skill to find that shiny, magic pearl he found
two days ago that the merchant dropped, but isn't going to need it to find his hoopak or the letter the
messenger gave him to give to the Speaker of the Suns). Also note that this ability can be used in
tandem with Pouch Grab ability, as detailed in the Handler class.

In the Shadow of Death [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You were born in a land haunted by the undead, and have learned to deal with the fear of these
unhallowed monsters.
Prerequisite: Wisdom 13, Human (Desolation [Elian Wilds, Misty Isle], New Sea [Schallsea],
Solamnia [Nightlund, Palanthus]), Magical Region (Tower of Nightlund).
Benefits: You gain a +4 bonus to Willpower saves against the fear effects of undead.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Irda Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
The blood of the Irda runs in your veins, from which you gain a natural affinity for arcane magic.
Prerequisite: Charisma 13.
Benefit: You gain sorcerer as an additional favoured class.
Special: This feat may be taken at any time. If you take this feat after 1st level, you have only
recently discovered your inner talents for Sorcery.

Kender Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – James O’Rance.

One of your parents or ancestors was a kender, and some of this ancestor's traits have been passed
down to you. Almost all half-kender are of human stock, although some might be elvish. Although you
are probably quite short and slim for your kind, you are not as small as a full-blooded kender, nor do
you possess a kender's unique physical features.
Benefit: You gain a +2 racial bonus to Spot checks, and a +4 racial bonus to Willpower saves
against fear effects.
Special: For all special abilities and effects, you are considered a kender as well as your
actual race. For example, you can use special kender weapons or magic items with racially specific
kender powers as if you were a kender.
Note: You may only take this feat at 1st level.

Kirath [Racial]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your homeland has been ravaged by nightmares. You belong to the kirath' algos, the Vanguard of
Hope, scouts who serves as observers of the nightmares—the eyes and ears of Silvanesti.
Prerequisite: Elf (Silvanesti) or Half-Elf (Silvanesti).
Benefit: You gain a +1 competence bonus to all Hide, Move Silently, and Survival checks.
You also know a secret language, Kirath, which consists of bird whistles and hand signals.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Last Spell [Metamagic]
Original Author – Stunspore.
‘With a faltering breath, you slump, depleted of all spells. You know it’s not enough, you need to cast
another spell desperately. Steeling yourself against the pain, you reach within yourself to summon
that spark of magic, enough to cast one more spell’
When all of your spells are exhausted, you can attempt one final act of spellcasting.
Prerequisite: Able to prepare and cast spells as a wizard, cleric or druid.
Benefits: The spellcaster can tap into his inner reserves to power the attempted spell. With
this feat, you can attempt to cast a spell that you have prepared and cast within the last 24 hours (for
the purposes of this feat, a prepared spell is one you either already had prepared and one that you
prepared within the 24 hour period).
Using this feat requires a full-round action that provokes an attack of opportunity, and if
successful, the spell may be cast on the beginning of the next round as an immediate action (you may
cast the spell at the beginning of the round, even if it is not your turn).
You must succeed a special caster check (equal to 1d20 + your Concentration skill + your
Spellcraft skill, all modifiers apply normally) against a DC equal to 20 plus 2 times the spell level of the
spell which is attempting to be cast.
If the check succeeds, the spell is cast, and you suffer lethal damage equal to the spell's level
and suffer subdual damage equal to double the spell's level. In addition to the damage, for every three
levels of the spell cast, you suffer 1 temporary point of ability damage to your key spellcasting ability
(Intelligence for wizards; Wisdom for clerics, druids, rangers, paladins).
If you fail the caster check, you fail to cast the spell and suffer only the temporary ability
damage to your key spellcasting ability.
This feat can be used unlimited times, provided the spellcaster has depleted all their spells.
Use of this feat does not change the spell level of the spell being cast, it only effectively makes the
casting time for such a spell a full round action. For spells that have a casting time of a full-time action
or longer already, the casting time is as normal plus one full-round action to cast.
Normal: If the spellcaster has exhausted his or her spells, they normally must rest for 8 hours
and prepare their spells again to cast more spells.
Special: You cannot gain the benefits from this feat if you currently have any spells still
prepared. The feat only allows those that have exhausted their spells for the day to attempt to cast
another spell.

Legendary Sailor [Epic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You ability on board a ship is unequalled.
Prerequisites: Balance 21 ranks, Profession (sailor) 25 ranks, Tumble 21 ranks.
Benefit: You can ignore any check penalties applied for accelerated movement while
balancing, accelerated tumbling, or running while balancing on a shifting surface or while tumbling
onboard a ship. While you are steering a ship, that ship can move 1-1/2 times its normal speed.
In addition, you gain a +4 bonus on all Leadership checks while onboard a ship.
Training for the Legendary Sailor feat: Circus Champion. To qualify for the legendary sailor feat,
the supplicant mariner must have taken part in and won no less than four times consecutively in the
Minotaur Circus's Sea Race, held in Kothas.

Luck of the Gypsies [Racial, Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your nomadic heritage is superstitiously regarded as particularly lucky.
Prerequisite: Human (Nomad [Khur]).
Benefits: Choose one of the following skills: Balance, Escape Artist, Gather Information,
Hide, Jump, Listen, Move Silently, Search, or Spot. You gain a +1 luck bonus to your Reflex saves,
and a +2 luck bonus to all checks made for your chosen skill.
Special: You can usually take this feat at 1st level only. If you want to take it after 1st level,
your DM must agree on a sudden revelation or new storyline that reveals your undiscovered "lucky"
blood.

Machiavellian [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people are willing to use subtle measures to dispose of rivals and enemies, and have few
qualms against using hired killers and assassins.
Prerequisite: Human (Desolation [Elian Wilds], Lemish, Taman Busuk), Dwarf (Thorbardin
[Dark Dwarf]).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus on Craft (alchemy) checks to prepare and identify
poison, and a +2 competence bonus to Heal checks to treat poison.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Mad Gnome [Racial]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Mad gnomes never do their work properly as far as other gnomes are concerned—they lack proper
"gnomish creative genius," and their inventions usually work too well! Other gnomes do their best to
help them, and the Medical Guild has treated several with a variety of devices of varying effect but
little success.
Prerequisites: Create Technological Device, Wisdom 15.
Benefit: Mad gnomes benefit from a +2 bonus to the Knowledge (engineering) skill checks
when devising gnomish inventions. If the character attempts to build a device that she has previously
built successfully, she gains an additional +3 bonus to the Craft skill check when building that device.

Mariner [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people are renowned sailors, and your "sea legs" enable you to act quickly on board a ship.

Prerequisite: Elf (Dargonesti, Dirminesti), Human (Abanasinia, Balifor, Lemish, New Sea,
Nordmaar, Northern Ergoth [Ackal Province], Solamnia [Coastlund, Hinterlund, Southlund], Taman
Busuk [Sanction]), Minotaur (any).
Benefit: You get a +2 competence bonus to all Profession (sailor) checks. While on board a
sea-going vessel, you get a +1 bonus to initiative checks and a +1 dodge bonus to AC.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Master Artisan [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your skill at creating superior skill allows you to efficiently create magical weapons.
Prerequisite: Item of Renown Knack class feature, ability to cast spells.
Benefit: When you use your master craftsman knacks in the creation of a magical weapons,
your ability at the forge lowers the overall experience cost and material costs of the weapon for you.
When you are creating a magical weapon that has an effective +2 enhancement bonus or
greater and you use your master craftsman knack, Item of Renown, as an additional prerequisite for
manufacture of the magical weapon, you can lower the actual experience cost to you, without
lowering the overall price of the magic weapon.
You calculate the base price cost of the magic weapon as normal. When you calculate the
experience cost to you for creating the magic weapon, you calculate the weapons enhancement
bonus as being one lower than it actually is. The cost to you in raw materials decreases by 1/2 the
base price. The time taken to craft an item remains unchanged.
For example, a master craftsman 4th level/wizard 6th level wishes to create a +1 flaming
quarterstaff. The effective enhancement bonus of the weapon is +2 (+1 for being a +1 quarterstaff and
+1 for the flaming quality). The base price for this weapon is 9,200stl. (8,000stl. enhancement costs,
1,200stl. for a double weapon of renown). The master wizard uses half this amount in raw materials,
costing him 4,600stl. The experience cost to the master/wizard is calculated as if he had created only
a +1 quarterstaff, making him pay 128 XP (instead of the normal 368 XP). Making the magical
quarterstaff takes the master wizard 18 days.
Special: Weapons created in this fashion do not gain the normal +2 enhancement bonus that
weapons of Renown would gain.

Masterwork Arms & Armour [Master]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
By adding certain rare ingredients and bathing the materials in a special bath, you unlock the hidden
potential of the power of creation locked within the materials you are using for your construct.
Prerequisite: Knack class feature, Item of Distinction (craft [armoursmith or
weaponsmithing]), Craft (alchemy) 3 ranks.
Benefit: You may use your master knack class feature to craft armours and weapons that
grant near magical effects to the wielders.
You can create any weapon, armour or shield that you meet the prerequisite for (see the Master
Item descriptions for each prerequisite). Enhancing any weapon or armour takes 1 day per knack
used to create it per 1,000stl. in the items base price. For example, an armour of distinction costing
1,000stl would take 1 day, while an armour of glory costing 5,000stl would take 20 days (Item of Glory
is the fourth knack, so it takes 4 days per 1,000stl. to create, 4 x 5 = 20).
To enchant the item, you must make the require skill check (as noted with the item) and
spend 1/25th of the base price in XP and use up the base price in raw materials.
Unlike the Craft Magic Arms & Armour, feat, masterwork weapons and armour cannot be
enhanced after created. They can be mended as normal.
Note: This feat was originally called Craft Master Arms & Armour.

Masterwork Infusion [Master]
Original Author – Clive Squire.

By adding certain unguents and fermenting them, you are able to unlock the hidden power of creation
that is locked within the materials, creating powerful elixirs without magic.
Prerequisite: Knack class feature, Item of Distinction (craft [alchemy]), Craft (alchemy) 3
ranks, Knowledge (arcana) or (religion) 3 ranks.
Benefit: You can use the Craft (alchemy) skill to produce elixirs and potions that have the
standard effect, yet are mundane. Choose either Knowledge (arcana) or Knowledge (religion) that you
have ranks in and a spellcasting spell list. You can now create potions whose effects can mimic the
spells from that spell list. All such spells you wish to make into a potion must only target one or more
creatures.
Depending on which knack you have specialised with the Craft (alchemy) skill depends on
which spell level your potions effects can use. The Item of Distinction will grant you access to all 0level and 1st level spells, The Item of Renown allows access to 2nd level and Item of Fame grants
access to 3rd level spells. Your ranks in the selected skill, Knowledge (arcana) or Knowledge
(religion), must be equal to 2 + the skill ranks required to gain the item knack being used, thus a
character needs Knowledge (arcana) 5 ranks to make a potion of distinction.
The base price for an alchemical potion is the base spell’s level x its casting level x 50 (for
potions of distinction) or 100 (for potions of renown) or 150 (for potions of fame). You use this entire
amount in raw materials and must spend 1/25 of the base price in XP.
The brewing of masterwork potions takes 1 day per knack used to create it per 1,000stl. in the
items base price. For example, a potion of distinction costing 1,000stl. would take 1 day, while a
potion of glory costing 5,000stl. would take 20 days (Item of Glory is the fourth knack, so it takes 4
days per 1,000stl. to create, 4 x 5 = 20).
Note: This was originally presented as Brew Master Potion.

Masterwork Sceptre [Master]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have learnt the art of making sceptres which produce non-magical effects and produce multiple
spell-like effects.
Prerequisite: Masterwork Wand, Knack class feature. Craft (alchemy) 3 ranks, Knowledge
(arcana) or (religion) 3 ranks.
Benefit: This functions as the Masterwork Wand feat with the exception that the wand you
create (called a sceptre) can hold two effects from different spell levels and there are no Sceptres of
Distinction.
Depending on which knack you have specialised with the Craft (alchemy) skill depends on
which spell level your wand’s effects can use. The Item of Renown allows access to 2nd level (and
allows a second spell from 0- or 1st level), Item of Fame grants access to 3rd level spells (and allows
a second spell from 2nd level or lower), Item of Glory will grant you access to 4th level spells (and
allows a second spell of 3rd level or lower) and Item of Legend allows access to 5th level spells (and
allows a second spell of 4th level or lower). Your ranks in the selected skill, Knowledge (arcana) or
Knowledge (religion), must be equal to the 2 + the skill ranks required to gain the item knack being
used, thus a character needs Knowledge (arcana) 17 ranks to make a sceptre of legend.
Most sceptres weigh the same as light maces (for metallic sceptres) or a club (for wooden or
like sceptres) and function as weapons.
The master spends the base price in materials and expends a number of XP equal to 1/25 of the
base price. Any spell effect that carriers a costly material or XP cost also carries a commensurate cost
to the creator, which must be expended when creating the sceptre. In addition to the cost derived
from the base price, you must expend fifty units of the material component or pay fifty times the XP
cost.
Crafting the sceptre takes 1 day per knack used to create it per 1,000stl. in the items base
price. For example, a sceptre of renown costs 5,000stl. and would take 10 days (Item of Renown is
the second knack, so it takes 2 days per 1,000stl. to create; 2 x 5 = 10).
Note: This feat is derived from the Craft Sceptre feat, which may be found in the Lost Empires
of Faerun sourcebook.

Masterwork Scroll [Master]
Original Author – Clive Squire.

You can scribe a mundane scroll which, when activated, has the effect of a spell, although to a lesser
degree.
Prerequisite: Knack class feature, Item of Distinction (papermaking), Knowledge (arcana) 4
or Knowledge (religion) 3 ranks, Profession (scribe) 3 ranks.
Benefit: You can scribe a word of power on to a specially crafted scroll that mimics the
effects of a magical scroll. Your ability to scribe certain scrolls depends on the knack used in the
scrolls creation. The scrolls effect is based on arcane or divine spells, and those spells must only
target one or more creatures.
A master with the Item of Distinction knack can scribe any scroll that appears on the 0-level
and 1st level, a masters with the Item of Renown knack can use a spell that appears on the 2nd or
3rd level, masters with the Item of Fame knack can scribe a scroll from a spell that appears on the
4th or 5th level, masters with the Item of Glory knack can scribe a scroll from a spell that appears on
the 6th or 7th level, masters with the Item of Legend knack can scribe a scroll from a spell that
appears on the 8th and 9th level.
The base price for a masterwork scroll is the base spell’s level x its casting level x 25stl. (for
scroll of distinction) or 50stl. (for scroll of renown) or 75stl. (for scroll of fame) or 100stl. (for scroll of
glory) or 125stl. (for scroll of legend). You use this entire amount in raw materials and must spend
1/25 of the base price in XP.
Crafting the scroll takes 1 day per knack used to create it per 1,000stl. in the items base price.
For example, a scroll of distinction costing 1,000stl. and would take 1 day, while a scroll of glory
costing 5,000stl. would take 20 days (Item of Glory is the fourth knack, so it takes 4 days per 1,000stl.
to create, 4 x 5 = 20).
Note: This feat was originally called Scribe Master Scroll.

Masterwork Wand [Master]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You can brew a mundane liquid which mimics the effects to a degree of magical liquids that have
been created in previous Ages.
Prerequisite: Knack class feature, Item of Distinction (craft [alchemy]), Craft (alchemy) 3
ranks, Knowledge (arcana) or (religion) 3 ranks.
Benefit: You can create an alchemical substance, which is delivered using a ‘wand’, that
mimics the effects of a magical wand. Your ability to craft certain wands depends on the knack used
in the wands creation. The wands alchemical effect is based on arcane or divine spells.
Depending on which knack you have specialised with the Craft (alchemy) skill depends on
which spell level your wand’s effects can use. The Item of Distinction will grant you access to all 0level and 1st level spells, The Item of Renown allows access to 2nd level, Item of Fame grants access
to 3rd level spells and Item of Glory will grant you access to 4th level spells. Your ranks in the
selected skill, Knowledge (arcana) or Knowledge (religion), must be equal to the 2 + the skill ranks
required to gain the item knack being used, thus a character needs Knowledge (arcana) 13 ranks to
make a wand of glory.
The base price for a masterwork wand depends on the knack used to create it and is the base
spell’s level x its casting level x 150 (for wand of distinction) or 300 (for wands of renown) or 450 (for
potions of fame) or 600 (for wand of glory). You use this entire amount in raw materials and must
spend 1/25 of the base price in XP.
Crafting the wand takes 1 day per knack used to create it per 1,000stl. in the items base
price. For example, a wand of distinction costs 1,000stl. and would take 1 day, while a wand of glory
costing 5,000stl. would take 20 days (Item of Glory is the fourth knack, so it takes 4 days per 1,000stl.
to create, 4 x 5 = 20).
Note: This feat was originally called Craft Master Wand.

Merchant [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from one of the major centres of trade in Ansalon.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia, Blood Sea [Saifhum], Northern Ergoth [any], Plains of
Dust, Sirrion Sea [Cristyne], Solamnia [any]), Elf (Qualinesti)

Benefit: Choose a Craft or Profession skill. You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Craft or
Profession checks for that skill and a +2 competence bonus to all Appraise checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Mimic Magic [Racial]
Original Author – Gnomelord.
Gnomes have a knack for making things with magic-like effects.
Prerequisite: Must be a gnome, Intelligence 17.
Benefit: You can create devices that have magic-like effects. For some examples:
• Nolas Hurler: Throws a nolas (net-bolas) at the opponent (web).
• Gnimsh's Portal Device: Brings it and the user, and his equipment to a different plane, then
breaks (planeshift).
• Sticky straps: these straps have suction cups on them that hold the wearer to surfaces (spider
climb).
• Spring Boots: These boots have springs on the heel that allow the user to jump better (jump).

Mind Shield [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
The priest or monk can still his mind and become immune to mind-affecting spells for a short period.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Majere or a monk with Majere as a patron deity, Base
Will save bonus +6, Iron Will.
Benefits: Entering a deep meditative trance, which requires half an hour to complete, the
monk becomes immune to any mind-affecting spell and spell-like ability, whether beneficial or harmful
for an hour following the trance. He can meditate as many times as he wants in a given day, but an
interruption during the meditation means he must start over.

Moon Leech [General]
Original Author – Nighttree.
You can gain the advantage to your magic granted to the Wizards of High Sorcery by the Moon Gods,
even though you have not passed the Test.
Prerequisites: Sorcerer, or renegade wizard.
Benefits: You can draw on the power of the moons of magic, and your spells are influenced
by the moons' positions, as if you were a Wizard of High Sorcery. Your spells are influenced by one of
the three moons, depending on the spell's school instead of your alignment.
• Solinari: Abjuration and divination.
• Lunitari: Illusion and transmutation.
• Nuitari: Enchantment and necromancy.
Conjuration and evocation spells are only affected by the moon relating to your alignment
(Solinari if good, Nuitari if evil, and Lunitari if neither good nor evil).
Once chosen, this feat affects all spells cast. You cannot choose to cast a spell with bonuses,
then choose another school and not take the penalty. This feat is common on Taladas, but a select
few sorcerers and renegade wizards on Ansalon have also mastered this ability.
Normal: Sorcerers and renegade wizards cannot normally draw on the powers of the moons
of magic.

Moon Magic [Arcane Spellcaster]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
This feat is required to gain the benefits of the three moons of Krynn.
Prerequisites: 3rd level arcane spells.

Benefit: The character's saving throws, casting level, and number of spells per day is
affected by the phases of his chosen moon (Solinari for good-aligned characters, Lunitari for neutralaligned characters, and Nuitari for evil-aligned characters).
Special: Characters who gain the Wizards of High Sorcery prestige class receive this feat for
free. However, this organisation is only active in Ansalon; very few characters in the other realms of
Krynn have even heard of the Wizards of High Sorcery, let alone belong to one of the Orders.

Mystic-Monk [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You follow the path of self-enlightenment.
Prerequisites: Wisdom 15, access to the domain of Meditation, patron deity Majere.
Benefits: You are able to multi-class freely between your mystic and monk classes.
Normal: Without this feat, characters who gains levels in any class other than monk, can
never again raise their monk level.

Natural Talent [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have shown an uncanny aptitude for using a certain skill favoured among your race.
Prerequisite: Racial bonus to a skill.
Benefit: Select any skill with which you have a racial adjustment to. Your racial bonus to that
skill increases by +2.
Special: The benefits of this feat can be added to racial abilities that offer a bonus to skills in
specific circumstance, such as the dwarves' stonecunning ability for Search skill checks made to
notice unusual stonework.

Nature’s Awareness [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You are especially aware of your surroundings.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Chislev, Alertness.
Benefits: The druid is always aware of his surroundings while in a natural, not touched by
man, setting. As such, the druid is never lost in a natural environment, not even when under the effect
of spell as hallucinatory terrain.
Furthermore the character benefits from a +2 bonus to his saving throws when trying to
disbelieve illusions and a +1 bonus to his initiative in a natural setting because of the enhanced
awareness.

Nature’s Blood [General]
Original Author – Stunspore.
Through exposure to elemental magic tapped by your countless ancestors, you have acquired an
affinity to magic relating to nature, giving you some advantages. While Kagonesti and elves of House
Woodshaper commonly have this trait, others born from illicit affairs have spread the bloodlines
outside the elven races.
Benefit: Your innate link to nature grants him a +1 bonus with all Knowledge (nature) and
Survival skill checks.
You gain a +1 bonus on all saving throws against spells cast from the Plant domain and on
special attacks or abilities from plant type creatures.
Special: This feat can only be selected at 1st level.

Noble Salute [General]
Original Author – A.J. Dembroski.

You salute an opponent’s ability when you meet them on the battlefield.
Prerequisites: Honour-bound, any lawful alignment.
Benefit: As a full-round action that provokes attacks of opportunity, you may give the
traditional knight's salute to any single enemy on the battlefield. This feat must be used on the
creature whom you believe to be the most powerful enemy, or the leader. You gain a +2
enhancement bonus to hit, damage, and Armour Class against that opponent for the remainder of
combat.

Nobility [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from one of the traditional noble dynasties of Ansalon.
Prerequisite: Dwarf (Thorbardin), Elf (Dargonesti, Dirminesti, Qualinesti, Silvanesti), Human
(Northern Ergoth [Ergoth Proper], Plains of Dust, Solamnia [any], Sancrist [Whitestone]), Minotaur
(Minotaur Isles).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to Diplomacy and Knowledge (nobility and royalty)
checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Nomad [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people live in rugged tribes that travel from place to place in their homeland.
Prerequisite: Elf (Dirminesti, Kagonesti), Human (Khur, New Sea, Nordmaar, Plains of Dust,
Southern Ergoth, Taman Busuk), Ogre (Blöde).
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to all Handle Animal and Survival checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Old Sea Dog [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have sailed many seas and have heard told many tales.
Prerequisite: Sailor Lore as a class feature.
Benefit: You gain a +3 bonus when using your sailor lore ability. You also gain a +1 bonus to
all Dexterity skill checks made while onboard ship.

Ogre Taint [Heritage]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
One of your parents or ancestors was an ogre, and you have inherited some of this brutal creature's
physical features and abilities.
Benefit: You gain a +1 racial bonus to Fortitude saves, and possess low-light vision. This
allows you to see twice as far as a human in starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of
poor illumination. You retain the ability to distinguish colour and detail under these conditions.
Special: For all special abilities and effects, you are considered an ogre as well as your
actual race. For example, you can use special ogre weapons or magic items with racially specific ogre
powers as if you were an ogre. However, your creature type is Humanoid, not Giant.
Special: You may only take this feat at 1st level.
Special: You cannot gain this feat and the Taint of Ogre Blood feat.

Only a Kender [Racial]
Original Author – Tavin Springfingers.

Since most people are more likely to listen to the story of a deaf, dumb, and blind man than that of a
kender, conversation tends to be more relaxed and guards dropped.
Prerequisite: Kender.
Benefits: As tongues seem more apt to wag while a kender is about, the character gains a
+2 bonus to both Gather Information and Sense Motive checks.

Pirate [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people are the scourge of the seas, attacking ships for wealth.
Prerequisite: Human (Balifor, New Sea, Northern Ergoth [Ackal Province], Solamnia
[Gaardlund], Taman Busuk [Sanction]), Minotaur (Minotaur Isles), Ogre (Blöde).
Benefit: Choose one of the following weapons: Club, Dagger, Rapier, Scimitar, Trident. You
gain a +1 bonus to attack rolls when fighting with this weapon, and a +2 bonus to all Intimidate
checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Pitching Combatant [Fighter, General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You are well versed in combat onboard a rolling ship and can use the motion of the boat to your
advantage.
Prerequisites: Power Attack, Combat Reflexes, Cleave, Seamanship as a class feature.
Benefit: While fighting on board a ship and you successfully use your Power Attack feat to
drop an opponent to 0 hit points or fewer, you can take advantage of the rolling of the ships decks to
take a 5-foot step to use the extra attack from your Cleave feat.
Normal: Characters with the Cleave feat that successfully drop a creature to 0 hit points or
less cannot take a 5-foot step and take their extra attack.
Special: A fighter can select the Pitching Combatant feat as one of his fighter feats.
Training for the Pitching Combatant Feat: Floating Tourney. To qualify for the pitching
combatant feat, the mariner and an opponent are put on a small poorly constructed raft over deep
water roughly 15-feet square. The two combatants are placed on the raft and must fight to stay on top
of the pitching raft, if they fall in the water they fail the test.

Plant Care [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the needs of plants.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day create water, detect animals or plants, light. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level +
Charisma modifier.

Polar Fortitude [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You were born in Krynn's frigid southern latitudes, and are resistant to extremes of cold.
Prerequisite: Elf (Dargonesti, Dirminesti, Kagonesti), Half-Ogre, Thanoi, Human (Icewall
Glacier, Southern Ergoth).
Benefits: You can make a Survival check against DC 15 to gain a +4 bonus to Fortitude
saves against extremes of cold while moving up to one-half your overland speed, or gain +6 if
stationary. You may grant the same bonus to one other character for every 1 point by which the check
result exceeds 15. You can make this check once every 24 hours. See Survival on page 83 of the
Player's Handbook.
Furthermore, if you become fatigued or exhausted due to sustaining non-lethal damage from
cold or exposure, you can ignore these penalties for a duration equal to one round per character level,

each day. See the Dungeon Master's Guide for a summary of these conditions. This brief burst of
strength is sometimes enough to save your life in dangerous situations.
Normal: A character without this feat gains a +2 bonus to saves against severe weather with
a Survival check, or a +4 bonus if stationary.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Practical Invisibility [Racial]
Original Author – Tavin Springfingers.
Kender have a natural gift to blend with their surroundings that they can go practically unnoticed by
everyone.
Prerequisites: Kender, Dexterity 15.
Benefits: A kender with this feat has become so adept at running away and dodging
authorities, merchants and other pursuers that he may make a Hide skill check while moving at
normal speed with no penalty. While running, the Hide skill check for the kender only suffers a –10
penalty.
Normal: A character can normally make a Hide skill check at no penalty when moving up to
one-half his full speed. A character moving more than one-half his full speed and up to his full speed
suffers a –5 penalty to Hide skill checks. A charging or running character suffers a –20 penalty.

Prestidigitator [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people are naïve concerning magic of all kinds, allowing you to perform cheap tricks and employ
fakery to make a living.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia, Balifor, Khur, New Sea, Nordmaar, Plains of Dust).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Bluff checks, and may spend skill points on
Use Magic Device as a cross-class skill.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Rewarded Dedication [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your skill at crafts allows you to gain a higher price for your talents than normal.
Prerequisite: Knack as a class feature, Word of Mouth or Celebrity or Loyal Clientele or
Academic Reputation knack.
Benefit: You can do a dedicated week’s worth of work and make a number of steel pieces
equal to 1-1/2 times your skill check.
Normal: Masters gain their skill check in steel pieces for a week's dedicated work.

Resistant Burst [Metamagic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
The ambient arcane energy that you draw and infuse your spells with is so powerful that while those
resistant to the magic are safe, those around them suffer the backlash of energy.
Prerequisite: Greater Spell Focus, Greater Spell Penetration, Maximise Spell, Spell Focus,
Spell Penetration, able to spontaneously cast spells.
Benefit: This metamagic can only be applied to spells targeting either a single creature or
multiple creatures within a certain distance from each other, as denoted by the individual spell.
By drawing in ambient magic from around you, you increase the DC of the spell's save by +1,
this is in addition to the benefits granted by the Spell Focus and Greater Spell Focus feats.
It is not until the Resistant Burst spell is targeted against a creature with spell resistance that
the feat's true power becomes apparent. Any creature that has spell resistance that you fail to

overcome causes the magical energies of your spell to chaotically flux and burst outwards from that
creature, delivering the spell's effects to a 5 feet area around it.
This burst has the normal effects of the spell to all creatures and/or objects within the 5 feet
radius. The spell loses all the benefits of all feats or special abilities that might normally affect it.
Creatures and objects caught within the burst (other than the original creature, who is immune) are
allowed any saving throw allowed by the spell and you must make a caster level check to overcome
any spell resistance of those creatures, as normal.
Multiple creatures that you fail to overcome their spell resistance create multiple bursts, which
may result in creatures making multiple saves and you making multiple spell resistance checks.
Creatures whose spell resistance protects them from a Resistant Burst spell are immune to the bursts
from other creatures from the same spell.
A Resistant Burst spell uses up a spell slot 3 levels higher than the spell's actual level. In
addition, the spontaneous spellcaster must use 2 full round actions to cast a Resistant Burst spell (for
spells with a casting time of 1 standard action or less) or an additional 2 full round actions (for spells
with a longer casting time than 1 standard action).

Rotted Visage [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
Due to Morgion's power, the priest no longer suffers the effect of any disease.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Morgion, Constitution 13, must have lost an ability
point to a disease.
Benefits: When taking this feat, the worshipper becomes immune to every disease for a
limited number of times per day. The advance of the disease he is suffering (if any) stops, but the feat
does not remove the disease from the body and all previous symptoms (and lost ability points)
remain. The character is not considered a carrier of the disease. If the worshipper ever displeases
Morgion, this feat is taken away and the disease kills him in 1d6 rounds. This disease immunity
extends to the first number of disease infections per day equal to the character's Constitution modifier.
Infections of the same disease count individually.

Running Against the Grain [Monstrous]
You have willingly severed the innate connection you have with a form of magic to gain the benefits of
a more esoteric form of magic.
Prerequisite: Innate spellcasting ability as a spellcaster that has a spell level progression.
Benefit: You can change your innate ability to cast spells as a spellcaster, such as sorcerer,
for another magic or quasi-magic using class that offers the same kind of progression.
For example, an aurak draconian has the innate spellcasting ability as an 8th level sorcerer.
He could exchange this innate spellcasting ability to cast spells as an 8th level mystic as this allow a
spellcaster to gain 9th level spells but he could not exchange them for innate spellcasting ability as a
ranger or paladin, as these class do not offer 9th level spells. He could even exchange his
spellcasting abilities for such abilities as that offered by the shadowcaster (which offers advancement
to 9th level mysteries) or a psionic class, such as psion (which offers advancement to 9th level
powers).
Special: The effects of this feat affect only one type of innate spellcasting ability that you
have. If you have multiple types of innate spellcasting ability, select one to which this feat applies.
This feat applies to an innate spellcasting ability which is racial or one which is gained from other
sources (such as a template).
Special: You can only gain this feat at 1st level or as the first feat gained after you acquire an
innate spellcasting ability. For example, an aurak draconian gains his spellcasting automatically, so
he would have to take this feat as his 1st level feat, whereas a blue dragon gains his 1st level of an
innate spellcasting ability at 15 HD, so he would have to take this feat as his feat gained at 15th
level/HD.
Note: Changing a spellcasting ability affects your character in some most profound ways.
Such a change runs against the very grains of your race, and unlike other kinds of variant creatures,
this is expressed in the fact that you must spend one feat slot to bring about this drastic change.
•

The key ability you use with the new magic change to that required for your new magic.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The level or HD when you gain access to spellcasting remains the same, just the effect changes.
The progression of abilities of your innate spellcasting ability that you currently have must be
equal to that offered by the progression of abilities that you wish to exchange it for.
Changing your spellcasting ability for certain abilities may alter your subtype (such as gaining the
psionic subtype if exchanging for psionic powers).
If you exchange into a divine spellcasting class that would normally offer access to a domain
(such as mystic or cleric), you gain access to the same number of domains that the spellcasting
class would normally gain.
If you exchange out of a divine spellcasting class that granted a domain, you lose access to the
domain.
Any racial class skill you currently have which would normally allow you to gain insight to your
former spellcasting abilities (such as Knowledge (arcana), Spellcraft or Use Magic Device) can
(they do not have to be) be changed to those that offer the same benefits to your new ability (such
as Knowledge (psionics), Psicraft and Use Psionic Device). Your ranks in the skills do not
change, although the ability modifier to them might. If any of these skills are racial skills, you may
change them to the skills linked to your new form of magic; the new skills become racial skills and
the old become cross-class skills.
Additionally, any feat you already have gained that becomes void (or next to) through the absence
of your former spellcasting ability (such as the aurak’s Spell Focus (evocation) can be exchanged
for a like feat for your new abilities. If this is not possible, you gain a feat which is beneficial to you
using your new abilities (such as a metapsionic feat for those exchanging with psionics or
metashadow feat for shadowcasters). You must still meet the prerequisites for any feat you
switch. You must still meet the requirements for any feat gained.

Sacred Defiant Spell [Metamagic]
Original Author – Stunspore.
‘You call upon the power of your patron to imbue your magic, cast in their name, against the unholy
spells of the wizard’
You have strengthened your magic against the spells cast against it by arcane spellcasters.
Prerequisite: The spellcaster must have had one of his divine spells countered or dispelled
by arcane magic.
Benefit: Arcane spellcasters find that your spells and divine effects harder to dispel and to
counterspell. The base DC for an arcane spellcaster to dispel your spells is DC 14 + your divine
spellcaster level. The base DC for an arcane spellcaster to counterspell on of your spells is DC 18 +
the level of the spell being countered.
Due to the divine preparations involved in preparing a sacred defiant spell, divine spellcasters
find it easier to counterspell and dispel your spells. For a divine spellcaster to counterspell one of your
spells, the DC is 12 plus the spell level, while for a dispel check the DC is 9 + your divine spellcaster
level.
A Sacred Defiant spell uses up a spell slot one level higher than the actual spell’s level.
Normal: A dispel check DC is 11 + the level of the spellcaster who initiated the spell effect
being dispelled. The counterspell requires a Spellcraft skill check DC 15 + the level of the spell to be
countered. You must still have the correct spell to counterspell.

Scholar [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from a people who respect the search for knowledge and maintain a library or university.
Prerequisite: Elf (Dargonesti, Qualinesti, Silvanesti), Human (Abanasinia, Palanthas,
Sancrist [Gunthar], Southern Ergoth), Dwarf (Kayolin, Thorbardin), Goblin (Sikk’et Hul).
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to all Knowledge (history) checks, and to the checks of one
other Knowledge skill of your choice.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Seeker [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You were educated by the Seekers of the New Gods in Haven, before the return of true clerics during
the War of the Lance. Your theological training included coaxing power out of divine magical items, as
though you were a cleric of the true gods.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia).
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on Decipher Script and Use Magic Item.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Selective Focusing [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Even though you excel at your primary focus, when using certain skills your understanding is even
greater.
Prerequisite: Primary Focus as a class feature, Greater Primary Focus.
Benefit: Choose one of the skills within the range of your primary focus, such as Craft
(armour). When you use that skill, you may take 10 or 20, even if distracted or threatened. Once
chosen you cannot change the selective focusing to another skill.

Sensitivity Adept [Mystic]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You have achieved a greater degree of mastery over the sphere of sensitivity, allowing you to access
abilities beyond the simple spells of other mystics.
Prerequisites: Ability to spontaneously cast spells from the Sensitivity domain.
Benefit: By sacrificing one of your daily spell slots, you gain an insight bonus equal to the
level of the spell slot to any one Bluff, Diplomacy, Gather Information, Intimidate, Perform or Sense
Motive skill check, or to any single saving throw against a mind-affecting spell or spell-like ability.
Using this feat counts as a free action.

Shark Skin [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
Due to Zeboim's power the skin of the priest hardens and gains the consistency of shark skin.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Zeboim, Swim 6 ranks.
Benefits: The skin of the cleric hardens, providing a +2 natural armour class bonus and a +1
circumstance bonus on all Swim checks. Her skin also turns a sickly shade of blue giving the cleric a
–1 penalty on all reaction rolls.

Sharp Appraiser [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You know when something related to wealth is original or not as well as being more accurate in your
checks to determine an item's value.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Shinare, Intelligence 13.
Benefits: When looking at any symbol of wealth (gold, gems, statues, art) you receive a +2
circumstance bonus to Appraise checks. If you succeed the check, you automatically determine if the
item you're analysing is a forgery or the real thing. For example you know that a statue from the
famed sculptor Roden is really a cheap imitation or that the emerald of the gold ring is just a cheap
piece of jewellery. Finally, regardless of the check's result, all error margins are halved due to your
enhanced knowledge, experience or even Shinare's guidance.

Shifting-Sea Strike [Epic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
When you attack those of either a lawful or a chaotic alignment, your attacks can be quite deadly.
Prerequisites: Dirty Strike +5d4, Neutral Good, Neutral or Neutral Evil alignment.
Benefit: When you are attacking other creatures that are not one of the following alignments
– neutral good, neutral or neutral evil – your weapon is treated as being either axiomatic (lawful) or
anarchic (chaotic) (your choice). The weapon can only have only one alignment per round and the
alignment can be shifted to the other one as a free action of your following round's action. The
weapon deals an extra +2d6 points of damage to the appropriate alignment (lawful or chaotic
creatures). This ability does not stack with other abilities that grant this type of effect, such as
axiomatic weapons.
Training for the Shifting-Sea Strike Feat: Throw Fate to the Waves. To qualify for the
shifting-sea strike, the supplicant mariner must have met and battled (not necessarily defeated) a
lawful or chaotic sea creature with a CR equal to or exceeding his own.

Silver Tongue [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You can tell convincing lies.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Hiddukel, Bluff 6 ranks.
Benefits: When a cleric of Hiddukel tells a lie she enjoys a +2 competence bonus to Bluff
checks and a +4 competence bonus to saving throws against spells or spell-like abilities that detect
lies (like discern lie or zone of truth). However, this feat does not offer additional protection if the
interviewer uses indirect means to uncover the truth (like augury or divination spells).

Sirrion Sea Islander [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You were born on one of the remote and isolated islands of the Sirrion Sea. Raised in the quiet
villages and towns on the sea, your archaic and rustic customs and expressions are hard for outsiders
to understand.
Prerequisite: Sirrion Sea (Cristyne, Enstar, Nostar).
Benefits: You gain a +2 bonus Bluff checks against targets from other regions, and a +2
bonus to all Swim checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Slay Servants of the Ancient Foe [Epic]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your strikes against an opponent have the ability to slay him where he stands.
Prerequisites: Wisdom 21, Dirty Strike +6d4, Bane of the Ancient Foe, Habbakuk or Zeboim
as your patron deity.
Benefit: At any time that you score a critical against a servant of your patrons ancient foe, the
target must make a Fortitude save (DC = 10 + 1/2 your character level + your Wisdom modifier) or die
instantly. Creatures that are normally immune to critical strikes cannot be affected by this feat.
Servants and followers of your patron’s enemy are defined as having that god as their patron.
Training for the Bane of the Ancient Foe: Mettle of the Oceans. To qualify for the Slay
Servants of the Ancient Foe feat, the supplicant mariner must have beaten at least thirty followers and
servants of their patron’s enemy, one of those must have had a CR equal to or exceeding the
mariners CR and must have been since he reaches 22nd level.

Slayer from Dragonback [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.

You have particular skill at killing dragons while airborne.
Prerequisites: Egg-Bane, Base Attack Bonus +10, must have slain at least one dragon from
dragonback.
Benefits: Whenever you are riding a dragon and make an attack against another dragon, you
gain a +6 enhancement bonus on your Ride skill check.
Your weapon's critical range is doubled for 6 rounds (this can only happen once a day), thus
making your lance’s critical range of 20 increase to 19 – 20.
If you succeed in slaying the dragon, you gain a +4 insight bonus to all checks and skill
checks involving dragons until the end of the day.
Special: Characters with levels in the Dragon Rider prestige class (p.77 of the Dragonlance
Campaign Setting), may gain this feat with a Base Attack Bonus of +8 instead of the standard +10.
Special: Draconians and kender may qualify for this feat without requiring the Egg-Bane feat.

Smuggler [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from a region where smugglers earn a living by fencing questionable goods and moving
contraband behind the backs of government officials.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia, Balifor, Blood Sea [Saifhum]. Estwilde, Sirrion Sea
[Cristyne], Solamnia [Palanthas, Southlund], Taman Busuk [Sanction])
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus on all Appraise and Bluff checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Sniper [General]
Original Author – Tauren Kai-Jere.
You can strike your enemies from afar with uncanny accuracy.
Prerequisite: Point Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Hide 8 ranks, Move Silently 8 ranks, sneak
attack +4d6, base attack bonus +5 or higher.
Benefit: You have learned to strike with deadly accuracy from a distance while concealed.
The character can now add sneak attack damage to range attacks beyond distances of 30-feet as
long as the target is unaware of the character's presence or is caught flat-footed.

Soldier [Fighter, Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from a region that relies on military protection and offers soldiery as a professional career.
Prerequisite: Elf (Qualinesti, Silvanesti), Human (Desolation, Estwilde [Qwermish], Khur,
Lemish, Northern Ergoth, Sancrist [Whitestone], Solamnia [any], Taman Busuk [Sanction]), Ogre
(Blöde, Kern).
Benefits: You are proficient in one martial or exotic weapon of your choice, and gain a +2
competence bonus to all Heal checks.
Special: A fighter may select Soldier as one of his bonus fighter feats.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Song of the Bard [Initiate]
Original Author – Dragonoth.
The bardic god have chosen a blessed few to receive the gift called the Song of the Bard, which
grants them the ability to cast spells with the power of music, whether produced by instrument or by
voice.
Prerequisites: Bard 1st level, Wisdom 11.

Benefit: Through the dedication you have to the Bard King, you are able to use the spark of
divine magic within yourself to cast certain divine spells as arcane spells. You can choose to learn
any spell on the bard spell list from the conjuration (healing) school as a normal arcane spell. Such
spell are still arcane in nature, and thus subject to arcane spell failure if wearing armour.
Special: This feat can only be gained at 1st level.

Spy [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
Your people are often involved in intrigue, conspiracies, and insidious plots. You might be spying on a
threat within your own society, or be gathering intelligence about enemies in other lands.
Prerequisite: Human (Estwilde, Lemish, Northern Ergoth, Solamnia [Hinterlund, Palanthas],
Taman Busuk [Sanction]), Elf (Qualinesti, Silvanesti), Dwarf (Thorbardin).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Forgery and Gather Information checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Street Performer [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
A fixture of seedy towns like Flotsam and large cities like Gwynned in Northern Ergoth are street
performers—men and women who dance or play their instruments on corners or in plazas.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia, Balifor, Estwilde, Southern Ergoth, Solamnia [Hinterlund,
Palanthas, Southlund], Taman Busuk)
Benefit: Choose one Perform skill. You gain a +2 competence bonus to all Gather
Information checks, and to checks of your chosen Perform skill.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Sublime Compulsion [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You are masterful at using your compelling performance knack.
Prerequisite: Knack as a class feature, Compelling Performance knack, Perform 14 ranks.
Benefit: Due to your skill and savvy, when you attempt to use your compelling performance
knack on unfriendly targets, they only gain a +2 bonus to the saving throw against the effect. If you
use your compelling performance on hostile creatures, they only gain a +5 bonus to their saving
throws against the effect.
Normal: Unfriendly creatures gain a +5 bonus to the saving throw against the effects of the
compelling performance and hostile creatures gain a +10.

Sub-School Focus [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
Your spells are better when they concern a certain type of spell, such as phantasms or healing spells.
Benefit: Select a sub-school (such as calling, charm, compulsion, creation, figment, glamer,
healing, pattern, phantasm, scrying, shadow or summoning). All saving throw DC’s against spells that
have a matching sub-school gain a +1 bonus.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The effects do not stack, each time it is
selected it applies to a different sub-school. The affects of sub-school focus stacks with other bonuses
granted to spell saving throw DC’s, such as from the Spell Focus and Descriptor Focus feats.

Superior Eschew Materials [General]
Original Author – Henrad.

You can all spells without material components.
Prerequisite: Eschew Materials, Greater Eschew Materials, spellcasting key ability 19.
Benefit: You can ignore material components when casting a spell with a material
component. This feat is left to the DM's discretion on certain logical requirements. For example, one
must still have a bit of the desired body to be used for raise dead. In most instances though, no
material component is required. For example, animate dead does not require corpses or gems. In all
other ways this feat mimics Eschew Materials.

Taint of Dwarven Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have some dwarven blood running in your veins.
Prerequisite: Any non-dwarf or non-part dwarf (half-dwarf).
Benefit: You are treated as a dwarf for any effect or item that requires the recipient or user to
have dwarven blood. You also gain Dwarven as a bonus language. You may choose any one of the
following:
• Darkvision: You gain darkvision out to 60ft.
• Resistance to Magic: +2 to all saving throws against spells and spell-like effects.
• Resistance to Toxins: +2 to all saving throws against toxins.
• Stability: +4 to all checks against being bull rushed or tripped whilst on the ground.
• Stonecunning: You gain the stonecunning ability of the dwarves.
Special: You can only take taint of dwarven blood at 1st level. Once taken, you may choose to
take Taint of Dwarven Blood multiple times, each time it is taken, you gain a different benefit. You
may only choose each benefit once.

Taint of Elven Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have some elven blood running in your veins.
Prerequisite: Any non-elf or non-part elf (half-elf).
Benefit: You are treated as an elf for any effect or item that requires the recipient or user to
have elven blood. You gain Elven as a bonus language. You may choose any one of the following:
• Elvensight: You gain elvensight (low-light vision and darkvision out to 30ft.).
• Favoured Class: Wizard becomes a favoured class for you, in addition to your races normal
favoured class.
• Low-Light Vision: You gain low-light vision. If you already posses low-light vision, you gain
darkvision out to a range of 30ft.
• Resistance to Magic: +2 to all saving throws against enchantment spells and spell-like effects.
• Resistance to Sleep: You gain a +8 racial bonus against sleep effects. If you already possess a
bonus against sleep effects, you become immune to sleep effects instead.
Special: You can only gain taint of elven blood at 1st level. Once taken, you may choose to take
Taint of Elven Blood multiple times, each time it is taken, you gain a different benefit. You may only
choose each benefit once.

Taint of Gnomish Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have some gnomish blood running in your veins.
Prerequisite: Any non-gnome or non-part gnome (true gnome, half-gnome, thinker gnome).
Benefit: You are treated as a gnome for any effect or item that requires the recipient or user
to have gnomish blood. You gain Gnomish as a bonus language. You may choose one of the
following:
• Increased Save: +2 on Willpower saving throws.
• Craft: You gain a +2 racial bonus on any single Craft skill of your choice.

•

Favoured Class: The first class that the character takes is considered to be a favoured class for
the effects of determining XP penalty for being multi-classed. This is in addition to the normal
favoured class for the character's race.

Special: You can only gain taint of gnomish blood at 1st level. Once taken, you may choose to
take Taint of Gnomish Blood multiple times, each time it is taken, you gain a different benefit. You
may only choose each benefit once.

Taint of Human Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have some human blood running in your veins.
Prerequisite: Any non-human or non-part human (human, half-elf, half-dwarf, half-kender,
half-ogre, half-Irda).
Benefit: You are treated as a human for any effect or item that requires that recipient or user
to have human blood. You gain a regional human language as a bonus language. You may choose
one of the following:
• Extra Feat: When you advance your highest class level and the newly gained class level grants a
bonus feat as a class feature, you gain an additional bonus feat. This feat must be spent on the
same range of feats offered by the bonus feat class feature (fighter feats, for example).
• Favoured Class: The highest class that the character takes is considered to be a favoured class
for the effects of determining XP penalty for being multi-classed. This is in addition to the normal
favoured class for the character's race.
• Increased Skill Points: You gain 4 additional skill points and an additional 1 skill point per level
you attain thereafter, just like a human does.
Special: You can only gain taint of human blood at 1st level. Once taken, you may choose to take
Taint of Dwarven Blood multiple times, each time it is taken, you gain a different benefit. You may
only choose each benefit once.

Taint of Kender Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have some kender blood running in your veins.
Prerequisite: Any non-kender or non-part kender (half-kender).
Benefit: You are treated as a kender for any effect or item that requires the recipient or user
to have kender blood. You gain Kenderspeak as a bonus language. You may choose one of the
following:
• Deft Hands: You gain a +2 to all Sleight of Hand and Open Lock skill checks.
• Favoured Class: Rogue becomes a favoured class for you, in addition to your races normal
favoured class.
• Luck: You gain a +1 to all saving throws.
• Resist Fear: You gain a +4 racial bonus against fear effects. If you already possess a bonus to
saves against fear effects, you become immune to fear effects.
• Watchful: You gain a +2 on all Spot skill checks.
Special: You can only gain taint of kender blood at 1st level. Once taken, you may choose to take
Taint of Kender Blood multiple times, each time it is taken, you gain a different benefit. You may only
choose each benefit once.

Taint of Ogre Blood [Heritage]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have some dwarven blood running in your veins.
Prerequisite: Any non-ogre or non-part ogre (ogre, ogre mage, Irda, minotaur, half-ogre).

Benefit: You are treated as an ogre for any effect or item that requires the recipient or user to
have ogre blood. You gain High Ogre, Minotaur, or Ogre as a bonus language. You may choose any
one of the following:
• Darkvision: You gain darkvision out to 60ft.
• Favoured Class: Barbarian becomes a favoured class for you, in addition to your races normal
favoured class.
• Increased Fortitude: You gain a +2 to your Fortitude saving throw.
• Natural Armour: You gain a natural armour bonus to your AC of +2. If you already possess a
natural armour bonus, you gain a natural armour equal to that bonus +4.
• Shapechanger Subtype: Although you do not have the ability to supernaturally change shape,
the remains of the ability are in your blood. If you are affected by a spell or effect that changes
your shape you can make a Fortitude save (in addition to any save offered by the spell or effect)
against a DC equal the original spell or effect DC, to revert to your true form. You have the
shapechanger subtype.
• Spell-like Abilities: You gain the ability to cast the following spell-like abilities, each once per day
as if you were a sorcerer of your character level: dancing lights, detect magic, flare, ghost sound,
light and mage hand. The spell’s DC is Charisma-based.
Special: You can only gain taint of ogre blood at 1st level. Once taken, you may choose to take
Taint of Ogre Blood multiple times, each time it is taken, you gain a different benefit. You may only
choose each benefit once.

The Dark Lady’s Gift [General]
Original Author – Raistlin’s Khellspawn.
You have been blessed by the Dark Lady Kitiara's spirit, giving you unnatural skill of slaying good
dragons while airborne.
Prerequisites: Slayer from Dragonback, Leadership, evil alignment, Base Attack Bonus +15,
must have slain five good dragons on dragonback for an evil cause.
Benefits: Regardless to what original enchantments wear on a weapon in your hands, if you
have successfully used that weapon to slay a dragon, it gains becomes a +4 unholy dragonbane
weapon. This effect only functions while the weapon is in your hands and for 1 round thereafter.
The weapon deals an extra 4d6 points of damage against any good aligned creature with the
dragon type.
Once per month you can use any power word against a creature with the dragon type (treat
you character level as if you were a wizard to determine which power words you have access to, you
need not have an Intelligence 10 + the spell’s level to use this effect). Spell resistance applies
normally.
Special: Dragon Riders or rogues with eight or more levels may gain this feat with a Base
Attack Bonus of only +12. If the character meets both of these criteria, he may gain this feat with a
base attack bonus of only +10.

Tribal Warrior [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You come from a culture that favours unusual weapons.
Prerequisite: Human (Abanasinia [Plainsfolk], Estwilde, Icewall Glacier, Khur, New Sea
[Schallsea], Plains of Dust, Taman Busuk), Ogre (Blöde).
Benefits: Choose one of the weapons listed for your region. You are proficient in this
weapon, and gain a +2 bonus to Craft (weaponsmithing) checks related to the weapon.
• Ice Folk: Battle axe, greataxe, harpoon, throwing stone.
• Khur: Death's tooth kala, scimitar, throwing blades, weighted sash.
• Plainsmen: Bolas, hunting stick, longspear, teeth chain.
• Taman Busuk: Bear claws, crook blade, pellet bow, warpipe.
Special: A fighter may select Tribal Warrior as one of his bonus fighter feats.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Turn Evil [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
You can channel positive energy to turn evil beings.
Prerequisites: 5th-level divine spells granted by Paladine, Lawful Good alignment, Extra
Turning.
Benefits: You can spend one of your turn undead attempts to turn an evil creature with
Intelligence 3 or higher. You suffer a –6 penalty to the turning check because living beings are harder
to turn than undead. The turning damage for the turn evil is also smaller: 1d4 + 1/2 your cleric level +
your Charisma modifier. Each use of this feat costs the character one turn attempt from his or her
number of attempts each day. If you don't have any turn undead attempts left, you can't use the feat.
Special: The character can only turn, not destroy, evil beings. The positive energy protection
spell (Manual of the Planes) offers protection against this feat.

Undead Truce [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
Mindless undead ignore you and intelligent ones accept you as one of them.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Chemosh, must not have destroyed a neutral or evil
undead creature in combat.
Benefits: All mindless undead not under the direct control of the priest are unaware of the
character's presence and will not attack him, even if directed by an external source or controller.
Intelligent undead not under the direct control of the character consider the priest to be one of them
and will not attack. If an intelligent undead is forced by an external source to attack the cleric, it gets a
Will saving throw (DC equal half the controller's HD + controller's Charisma modifier) to ignore the
order.
Special: If the cleric attacks any undead in combat, except those of good alignment, this feat
is lost until the cleric atones (see the atonement spell). If the cleric destroys (delivers the killing blow)
any non-good undead the benefit of this feat is lost forever. Any action that could be considered as an
offence (stealing) or an attack (imprisoning) towards an intelligent undead breaks the protection
granted by this feat against that particular undead being for one day. For instance, a cleric of
Chemosh can use this feat to examine the lair of a lich but removing any item, causing excessive
noise, spoiling, marring or vandalizing the lich's den or its belongings would automatically cancel the
feat's power; healing the lich's enemies even when in battle, however, would not cancel the feat.
Intelligent undead of good alignment are always free to attack the priest. Finally, even though the
cleric's necromantic experiences might entail changing, destroying or rebuilding undead these
practices are encouraged by Chemosh and don't effect the functionality of this feat.

Unholy Vengeance [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.
When in a mission of vengeance, the priest gains divine aid.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Sargonnas or a monk with Sargonnas as a patron
deity, must have accomplished a vengeance mission once.
Benefits: The cleric gains a +1 insight bonus to attacks, saving throws, checks and armour
class when in a mission of vengeance.
Special: This mission must be a specific vengeance against a named enemy, even if an
organization was behind it. For example a vengeance vow against the Lord Warrior of the Knights of
Solamnia is ok but a vengeance vow against all the Knighthood is not. During this mission everything
that knowingly prevents the priest from gaining his vengeance becomes an obstacle and the cleric
gains the bonus, but this needs to be an active opposition.

Vivid Recollection [Initiate]
Original Author – Richard Connery & Luis Fernando de Pippo.

You possess an incredible ability to remember specific details even from events long gone.
Prerequisites: Divine spells granted by Gilean, Intelligence 17+, Skill Focus (relevant
knowledge skill).
Benefits: Through sheer knack or special training, you can remember even the most obtuse
or obscure finer points of a certain topic. You receive a +5 competence bonus to a single Knowledge
skill.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. Its effects do not stack. Each time you take the
feat, it applies to a new Knowledge skill that you have Skill Focus on.

War Magus [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You can cast spells to deadly effect.
Prerequisites: Ability to cast arcane spells.
Benefit: All spells that you cast that deal damage deal one extra hit point per die of damage.

Wild Sorcerer [General]
Original Author – Cam Banks.
You can make use of the power of Chaos that laces your magic.
Prerequisites: Any non-lawful alignment, ability to cast 1st level arcane spells without
preparation.
Benefit: The Difficulty Class of any Spellcraft check or caster level check made to identify or
counterspell your spells increases by +2.
Special: Your spells automatically acquire the chaotic descriptor. This can affect how they
affect or interact with other spells, creatures or effects that depend on alignment.

Wild Talent [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You have the inborn ability to tap into the power of Wild Sorcery.
Prerequisite: Charisma 13, must not have any levels in any arcane spellcasting class.
Benefit: You are able to cast one 0-level spell (cantrip) from the Sorcerer and Wizard spell
list on p. 168 of the Player’s Handbook. A specific spell must be picked, and the spell can only be cast
once per day.
Special: This feat may be taken multiple times, but a different 0-level spell must be chosen
each time. The spell is cast as if you are a sorcerer of the same level.

Words of the Divine [General]
Original Author – Henrad.
You possess a divine understanding of the power of words.
Benefit: An innate talent for divine magic grants you the following spell-like abilities as a 1st
level caster: 1/day comprehend languages, detect magic, read magic. Save DC’s = 10 + spell level +
Charisma modifier.

Workshop Evasion [Racial]
Original Author – Gnomelord.
Look out! The rope is going to snap!
Prerequisite: Must a gnome or a rogue (rogues get a different version for free), Dexterity 15.
Benefit: When making a Reflex save against falling objects or exploding devices, or the like.
You make it for all or no damage.
Normal: Without this feat you can still be partially crushed under your latest creation.

Yeoman [Regional]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
You live in a region where people spend much of their time outdoors. Your woodcraft allows you to
travel quickly and remain alert to your surroundings.
Prerequisite: Elf (Qualinesti), Human (Abanasinia, Desolation [Elian Wilds], Lemish, New
Sea, Nordmaar, Sancrist [Whitestone], Sirrion Sea, Solamnia [any], Southern Ergoth), Goblin (Throtl).
Benefit: You gain a +2 competence bonus to Listen and Move Silently checks.
Special: You may only select this feat as a 1st level character. You may have only one
regional feat.

Discontinued or Retired Feats
Gone, but not forgotten…
The following section is dedicated to feats that were created during the early stages of Dragonlance
3rd edition. Many of the following have effects which have no longer relevant to a 3rd edition game
due to product releases or rules updates.

Additional Favours [General]
Original Author – Clive Squire.
You have the ability to call in additional favours.
Prerequisite: Favour as a class feature.
Benefit: You gain an additional 3 favours you can call in using your noble’s favour class
feature per week. Your favour bonus is not affected by this feat.
Special: You can gain this feat multiple times. The effects stack.

Charismatic [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You ooze charisma.
Benefit: You gain a +2 Charisma.

Con Artist/Prestidigitator [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are exceptionally good at pulling off scams and con games.
Prerequisite: Charisma 13, Profession (gambler) 1 rank.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Sleight of Hand rolls used for pick pockets, and a +1 bonus
for Charisma checks involving scams and con games.

Craft Master Construct [Item Creation]
Your skill at crafted and creating mechanically animated servants is second to none.
Prerequisite: Master 9th level, Craft (blacksmithing) 12 ranks, Craft (clockwork), Craft (all
other crafts needed) 12 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 4, Knowledge (engineering) 10 ranks.
Benefit: You can construct animated creatures that are purely mechanical in nature but
based on magical and planar creatures. The craft master construct allows you to build any construct
that you meet the requirements for and that is equal to or lower than the requirements to gain this
feat.
Each construct has an additional cost, depending on the type of construct being built.
• Construct of Distinction: Craft Level 9th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction; Additional Cost = 150stl
(for armour or skill-like bonus) or 300stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).

•
•
•
•

Construct of Renown: Craft Level 12th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction; Additional Cost = 300stl
(for armour or skill-like bonus) or 600stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
Construct of Fame: Craft Level 15th; Perquisite: Item of Renown; Additional Cost = 450stl (for
armour or skill-like bonus) or 900stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
Construct of Glory: Craft Level 18th; Perquisite: Item of Fame; Additional Cost = 600stl (for
armour or skill-like bonus) or 1,200stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
Construct of Legend: Craft Level 21st; Perquisite: Item of Glory; Additional Cost = 750stl (for
armour or skill-like bonus) or 1,500stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).

Creating the construct takes 1 day per 1,000stl in its market price and you must spend 1/25th of
the constructs market price in XP and use up material equal to half the market price in steel.
The craft master construct allows you to repair damage to a construct that you have made by
expending 50stl per point restored, up to a maximum of 20 points per day. A newly created construct
has average hit points.
All special abilities that the construct might possess that are spell-like or have a caster level, are
effectively reduced to half the normal level (minimum of 1) when produced from a Master Construct.

Craft Master Rod [Item Creation]
You can create non-magical rod, which have various effects.
Prerequisite: Master 9th level, Craft (blacksmithing or carving) 12 ranks, Knowledge (arcana)
10.
Benefit: You can create any magical rod with which you can meet the prerequisites for (see
the master item description for each prerequisite). There is an additional cost to creating a master rod,
depending on the knack used in its creation, as noted below:
• Rod of Distinction: Craft Level 9th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (blacksmithing or carving),
Craft (blacksmithing or carving) 12 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 10; Additional Cost = 150stl (for
armour or skill-like bonus) or 300stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Rod of Renown: Craft Level 12th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (blacksmithing or carving), Craft
(blacksmithing or carving) 15 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 12; Additional Cost = 300stl (for armour
or skill-like bonus) or 600stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Rod of Fame: Craft Level 15th; Perquisite: Item of Renown (blacksmithing or carving), Craft
(blacksmithing or carving) 18 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 14; Additional Cost = 450stl (for armour
or skill-like bonus) or 900stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Rod of Glory: Craft Level 18th; Perquisite: Item of Fame (blacksmithing or carving), Craft
(blacksmithing or carving) 21 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 16; Additional Cost = 600stl (for armour
or skill-like bonus) or 1,200stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Rod of Legend: Craft Level 21st; Perquisite: Item of Glory (blacksmithing or carving), Craft
(blacksmithing or carving) 24 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 18; Additional Cost = 750stl (for armour
or skill-like bonus) or 1,500stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
Crafting the master rod takes 1 day per 1,000stl in its base price. To craft a master rod you must
spend 1/25th of the base price in XP and use up raw material costing half of the base price. Some rod
might incur an extra cost due to costly material components or XP, as noted in their descriptions,
these costs are in addition to the normal cost.

Craft Master Staff [Item Creation]
You can create non-magical staffs, which has various effects.
Prerequisite: Master 12th level, Craft (blacksmithing or carpentry) 15 ranks, Knowledge
(arcana) 13.
Benefit: You can create any magical staff with which you can meet the prerequisites for (see
the master item description for each prerequisite). Crafting the master staff takes 1 day per 1,000stl in
its base price.
To craft a master staff you must spend 1/25th of the base price in XP and use up raw material
costing half of the base price. Some staff might incur an extra cost due to costly material components
or XP, as noted in their descriptions, these costs are in addition to the normal cost.

For staffs which are researched and created without a base line to guide you, work out the base
price of the staff as if it were magical and triple the resulting base price. Staffs, when newly created
have 50 charges.
To create the staff you must succeed the skill checks, determined by the type of knack you are
using to make the staff, as noted below.
• Staff of Distinction: Craft Level 12th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (varies), Craft (varies) 15
ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 13 ranks; Additional Cost = 150stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or
300stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Staff of Renown: Craft Level 15th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (varies), Craft (varies) 18 ranks,
Knowledge (arcana) 15 ranks; Additional Cost = 300stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 600stl
(for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Staff of Fame: Craft Level 18th; Perquisite: Item of Renown (varies), Craft (varies) 21 ranks,
Knowledge (arcana) 17 ranks; Additional Cost = 450stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 900stl
(for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Staff of Glory: Craft Level 21st; Perquisite: Item of Fame (varies), Craft (varies) 24 ranks,
Knowledge (arcana) 19 ranks; Additional Cost = 600stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 1,200stl
(for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Staff of Legend: Craft Level 24th; Perquisite: Item of Glory (varies), Craft (varies) 27 ranks,
Knowledge (arcana) 21 ranks; Additional Cost = 750stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 1,500stl
(for weapon or weapon-like bonus).

Craft Master Wondrous Item [Item Creation]
You have learnt the art of concocting items and elixirs, which mimic magic items.
Prerequisite: Master 3rd level, Craft (blacksmithing, carpentry, carving, leatherworking) 6
ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 4.
Benefit: You can craft non-magical items, which mimics the effects of magical items with
which you can meet the prerequisite for (see magical item description for each prerequisite).
Enchanting a Master Wondrous Item takes 1 day for each 1,000stl in base price. To enchant an
item you spend 1/25 of the base price in XP and use up raw materials costing 1/2 the base price.
You can also mend a wondrous item if you meet the prerequisite for making the item in the first
place. Doing so costs 1/2 the XP and steel that it would make it. Some items incur extra costs in
materials or XP, as noted in their descriptions. These are not included in the above.
To craft the item you must succeed the skill checks, determined by the type of knack you are
using to make the item and pay the additional cost, as noted below.
• Wondrous Item of Distinction: Craft Level 3rd; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (various), Craft
(various) 6 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 4 ranks; Additional Cost = 150stl (for armour or skill-like
bonus) or 300stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Wondrous Item of Renown: Craft Level 6th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (various), Craft
(various) 9 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 6 ranks; Additional Cost = 300stl (for armour or skill-like
bonus) or 600stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Wondrous Item of Fame: Craft Level 9th; Perquisite: Item of Renown (various), Craft (various)
12 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 8 ranks; Additional Cost = 450stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or
900stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Wondrous Item of Glory: Craft Level 12th; Perquisite: Item of Fame (various), Craft (various) 15
ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 10 ranks; Additional Cost = 600stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or
1,200stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Wondrous Item of Legend: Craft Level 15th; Perquisite: Item of Glory (various), Craft (various)
18 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 12 ranks; Additional Cost = 750stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or
1,500stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).

Forge Master Ring [Item Creation]
You can create non-magical ring, which have various effects.
Prerequisite: Master 12th level, Craft (blacksmithing and gemcutting) 15 ranks, Knowledge
(arcana) 13.

Benefit: You can create any magical ring with which you can meet the prerequisites for (see
the master item description for each prerequisite). Crafting the master ring takes 1 day per 1,000stl in
its base price.
To craft a master ring you must spend 1/25th of the base price in XP and use up raw material
costing half of the base price. Some ring might incur an extra cost due to costly material components
or XP, as noted in their descriptions, these costs are in addition to the normal cost.
To craft the item you must succeed the skill checks, determined by the type of knack you are
using to make the item, and pay the additional cost, as noted below.
• Ring of Distinction: Craft Level 12th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (blacksmithing and
gemcutting), Craft (blacksmithing and gemcutting) 15 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 13 ranks;
Additional Cost = 150stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 300stl (for weapon or weapon-like
bonus).
• Ring of Renown: Craft Level 15th; Perquisite: Item of Distinction (blacksmithing and gemcutting),
Craft (blacksmithing and gemcutting) 18 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 15 ranks; Additional Cost =
300stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 600stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Ring of Fame: Craft Level 18th; Perquisite: Item of Renown (blacksmithing and gemcutting),
Craft (blacksmithing and gemcutting) 21 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 17 ranks; Additional Cost =
450stl (for armour or skill-like bonus) or 900stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Ring of Glory: Craft Level 21st; Perquisite: Item of Fame (blacksmithing and gemcutting), Craft
(blacksmithing and gemcutting) 24 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 19 ranks; Additional Cost = 600stl
(for armour or skill-like bonus) or 1,200stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).
• Ring of Legend: Craft Level 24th; Perquisite: Item of Glory (blacksmithing and gemcutting), Craft
(blacksmithing and gemcutting) 27 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 21 ranks; Additional Cost = 750stl
(for armour or skill-like bonus) or 1,500stl (for weapon or weapon-like bonus).

Dedicated [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You steadfast attention to what you are doing pays you great dividends.
Benefit: You gain a +2 Wisdom.

Dragon Rider [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are adept at riding dragons, and gain bonuses in combat while riding dragons.
Prerequisite: Dexterity 13, Ride 1 rank.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to all Ride skill checks when riding dragonback. Additionally,
you also gain a +1 attack bonus with lances while mounted on dragons.

Fast [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are quick and agile.
Benefit: You gain a +2 Dexterity.

Handler [Racial]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are a Kender's Kender.
Prerequisite: Kender, Dexterity 13.
Benefit: Characters with this feat gain a +2 racial bonus to their Open Lock and Sleight of
Hand skills, and a +1 attack bonus with any one Kender weapon.

Jury-Rig [Racial]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.

You are able to make temporary repairs using non-standard means.
Prerequisite: Gnome.
Benefit: You are able to make a temporary repair on an item, allowing it to work for a number
of rounds equal to your character level.

Kender Luck [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
Your quick feet get you away from danger.
Prerequisites: Kender or Half-Kender.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Reflex saving throws.

Kender Uncle [Racial]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are a legend amongst kender, having stories to tell of the world of Krynn.
Prerequisite: Kender, must be past the time of wanderlust.
Benefit: The character gains a bard's Bardic Knowledge ability (page 28, Player's
Handbook).

Knight Squire [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are in training to either be a Knight of Solamnia or a Knight of Takhisis.
Prerequisite: Must be a race allowed into the Knights of Solamnia, Legion of Steel or the
Knights of Takhisis, depending on which order you are entering.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Ride checks, and a +1 attack bonus with a large lance.
Special: This feat must be taken again if a character switches from one knighthood to
another. You do not replace this feat if you change Order, the feat must be taken again for your new
Order.

Lucky [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You have an uncanny knack for avoiding danger.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to all saving throws.

Mariner [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are a competent sailor and know how to fight while on board a ship.
Benefit: The character gains a +2 competency bonus on all Profession (sailor) checks. While
fighting aboard a seafaring vessel, the character gains a +1 attack bonus.

Repulsive [Racial]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You stink!
Prerequisite: Gully Dwarf.
Benefit: Your natural body odour is offensive enough that it is distracting. All those within
10ft. suffer a –4 penalty to all skill checks and a –1 to attack rolls (no matter who they attack).

Scrounger [Racial]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
Your mixed heritage gives you a knack for procuring items through trade, rather than "borrowing" per
your Kender ancestry.
Prerequisite: Half-Kender, Listen 2 ranks.
Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus to Bluff and Sense Motive checks.

Shapechanging Expertise [General]
Original Author – James O’Rance.
This feat allows a character with natural shapechanging abilities to become familiar with a specific
form (such as a dolphin, sea otter, or elf). Sea elves can only choose one form; Irda characters can
choose any humanoid form.
Prerequisites: Sea elf (Dargonesti or Dimernesti), Mischta, or Irda race.
Benefit: The character can shift into a familiar form in 1 round, she must rest for 5 rounds
afterwards. For 2 rounds after this adjustment period, the character suffers a –2 penalty to all rolls as
she remembers the nuances of her new body. Shapechanged bodies cannot be dispelled; they are
solid and take damage just as other bodies do. The character's natural form is always considered
familiar.
Normal: If shifting to an unfamiliar form, the character must rest for 1d6+6 rounds, and then
suffers a –2 penalty to all rolls for 4 additional rounds.
Special: Irda and mischta characters can take this feat multiple times. Each time you take the
feat, it applies to a new humanoid form.

Smart [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are well versed in many areas of knowledge.
Benefit: You gain a +2 Intelligence.

Solo Fighter [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You fight better alone.
Benefits: You gain a +1 attack bonus when fighting alone.

Strong [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are well toned and powerful.
Benefit: You gain a +2 Strength.

The Oath & The Measure [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You have sworn the Oath Est Sularus Oth Mithas (My honor is my life) to the Knights of Solamnia,
pledging your life to the ideals of the Measure.
Prerequisite: Must be a Solamnic human before the War of the Lance, and a human (any) or
half-elf afterwards. Must be Lawful-Good in alignment.
Benefit: The Measure gives you an insight on how to uphold the Oath in any situation. You
gain a +2 bonus to all Diplomacy and Knowledge (royalty & nobility) checks.
Special: Characters with this feat are considered to be squires if entering the Knighthood, or
Solamnic Auxiliary if they are supporting the Knighthood.

Author's Note: This feat was originally set to be used with the DLA3e (Dragonlance
Adventures 3rd Edition) online product by the Dragonlance Nexus.
Originally, it gave a "+2 bonus to Diplomacy checks in regards to the Oath and the Measure,
and a +2 damage bonus while attacking from a charging mount". The intent was that this feat would
allow anyone to become a Knight of Solamnia who met the prerequisites. This allowed characters to
use base classes to represent the Knights of Solamnia, or they could take the prestige class.

Tough [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are very healthy.
Benefit: You gain a +2 Constitution.

Wizard of High Sorcery [General]
Original Author – Trampas Whiteman.
You are a member of the Wizards of High Sorcery in good standing and are able to use the resources
of the Towers to further your arcane knowledge.
Prerequisites: Must have passed the Test of High Sorcery.
Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus to all Knowledge (arcana) and Spellcraft skill checks. In
addition, you gain an extra spell at each new spell level to record in your spell book. This extra spell
can be from any spell level you can prepare and cast spells from.

